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ABSTRACT
This scoping study systematically explored the nature and extent to which small and medium tourism enterprises
(SMTEs) are currently online, in order to determine how they are to benefit from online technologies. Small
businesses in Sydney and Melbourne (urban area) as well as regional Victoria (Bendigo) (rural area) that rely on
tourism were examined, and their use of websites, to determine the strategic management and implementation of
websites by owners/operators of SMTEs.
Research to date has seen the completion of the literature review and the assessment of 59 SMTEs in Sydney,
Melbourne and Bendigo. While this is a relatively small sample it nevertheless provided important insights into
the use if websites by SMTEs. One of the more interesting insights was that small businesses typically adopted a
staged approach to building their small business website presence; starting simple with a minimum capital outlay
and building it up over time. Moreover, their website progression was not linear but typically proceeded in ‘fits
and starts’ such that SMTEs developed different trajectories of website presence.
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SUMMARY
The overarching aim was to provide a scoping study of web based e-commerce1 adoption and use in respect of,
business-to-business, and, business-to-consumer, for small and medium tourism enterprises (SMTEs) in urban
and regional localities. As a study to explore the relationship between small tourist-oriented businesses and their
website development practices, the project was conducted in two phases. Firstly, a synopsis of the literature was
developed, over viewing the directions that it has taken, where it is presently, and the directions research needs
to proceed. In addition, the study explored the adoption and use process in and technical constraints to the
adoption and use of consumer websites by managers (hereafter operators2) and/or owners of SMTEs through
focused interviews. It should be noted that this was a ‘scoping study’ and thus was not meant to be
representative. Nevertheless, the results were suggestive of common opportunities, strategies and problems
facing SMTEs in their commercial use of the Internet.

Objectives of Study
Much research has been carried out into small business usage of the Internet. This project was a scoping study to
determine:
• The nature and extent to which SMTEs are currently online
• Small businesses in Sydney and Melbourne [urban areas] and regional Victoria (Bendigo) [rural area]
that rely on tourism and their use of websites
• Determine the strategic management and implementation of websites by owners/operators of SMTEs
An additional aim of the research was to determine the level to which existing research into the use of the
Internet by small businesses could be applied to SMTEs. This existing research tells us that barriers to effective
use of the Internet by small businesses are:
• Cost of implementing and maintaining a website;
• Lack of time to devote to implementing and maintaining a website;
• Lack of internal information and communication technology (ICT) knowledge within the business;
• Lack of use of external consultants and vendors;
• Short-range management perspectives;
• Lack of formal planning or control procedures; and
• Lack of understanding of the benefits that ICTs can provide, and how to measure those benefits.
It was also recognised that small businesses typically adopted a staged or sequential approach to building
their small business presence; starting simple with a minimum capital outlay and building it up over time. They
also developed different trajectories of ICT usage and for a variety of reasons, both internal and external to the
SMTE.

Methodology
After the initial meeting of the research team, it was agreed to focus on two research phases; 1) literature review
and 2) industry analysis and current practices.
• Review of web based applications related to e-commerce in regional and urban localities for SMTE and
their strategic business value;
• Review of the level of web based e-commerce adoption for SMTE in regional and urban localities
(Australia, Europe, United States, Asia);
• Review of models of evaluation for SMTE e-commerce websites; and,
• Issues associated with SMTE web adoption and use, including the nature and extent of links between
SMTE business strategy and website.
In addition, interviews were conducted with owners/operators of selected SMTEs (with websites), paying
particular attention to urban and regional locality differences in terms of:
1

E-commerce refers specifically to electronic commerce software, but can be broadened to include online business activities such as use of
the Internet in business pursuits.
2
‘Operator’ was used in this study instead of ‘manager’. Occasionally a business refers to the owner as the manger even if that person has
minimal responsibility instead of to the person actually responsible for the day to day running of the business (i.e., the lead operator).
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•
•
•

Website e-commerce use;
Issues associated with web based e-commerce adoption and use (e.g. effective update and
maintenance); and,
Nature and extent of links between business strategy and website.

As noted, the major intention of this study was to better enable the SMTEs to use on-line technologies,
particularly in developing and maintaining their websites, as well as assisting industry and policy makers to
better understand the e-commerce business context.

Key Findings
The findings of the study supported the notion that the SMTEs, in many ways, share similar shortcomings to
other small businesses when establishing a website. They required assistance with basic planning for website
implementation and maintenance, consideration of internal and external resources, development of a website
marketing strategy and evaluating the website’s success.
Sub findings (related to the major finding) are:
• Rural SMTEs tended to target interstate and local tourists, whereas their urban counterparts were more
likely to target overseas visitors. This has an impact on how their offerings are marketed online.
• Most of the businesses interviewed had been operating a website for a while, with the majority
indicating between three and five years. A few businesses had set up the website at the same time they
started their businesses. A combination of consultants, friends and family were turned to for advice on
setting up the site.
• The primary reason for setting up the websites was to provide information and as part of an overall
promotion strategy. This was consistent with most small businesses. Websites were typically updated
between six months and one year, or when a major business change occured.
• Approximately half of the businesses considered cost and employee skill levels and fewer considered
the skill level of employees before setting up the website. About two thirds considered their customers
needs but only around one half looked at what their competitors were doing.
• Websites were promoted using a number of different means; generic search engines, however, were
rarely used. Most businesses were aware of the various regional portals and dedicated services (e.g.
accommodation sites) and subscribed to one or more of these.
• There was a range of methods used for assessing the success of the websites - but most were fairly
unsophisticated and did not involve a formal cost benefit analysis.
• There was little evidence of integration with existing systems (e.g. booking systems) and the website.
The results of this scoping study indicated that there was a real need for SMTEs to be encouraged to develop
appropriate planning approaches to the development of their website systems. Present approaches indicated a
lack of basic business planning and strategy formation techniques which made the end result more of a matter of
chance than a systematically planned outcome.

Future Action
A number of models have been developed to assist small businesses to develop their web presence. These
models are based around businesses adopting sound business planning approaches, such as around Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis, and the development of business strategies as well as
a ‘staged’ or multi-step approach to website development.
The scoping study was carried out in a limited area and with a limited number of businesses. With such a
small sample it was not possible to generalise. There were benefits to more qualitative research, even given a
small sample size; namely the opportunity to explore questions in depth during interviews. Consequently, this
research did point to future directions for research.
• It is recommended that the study be expanded to include more businesses at more diverse locations to
further supplement the generated results in the present study. There should also be a more refined focus
on the strategies adopted by the more successful SMTEs.
• It is also recommended that a second phase of the study should involve the development of an online
tool to guide SMTEs through the process of initial planning, strategy development, implementation and
maintenance of their website and then subsequently through later planning phases and gradual
supplementation of the website, according to tested small business models, modified for the special
nature of SMTEs.
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A project similar to this was supported by Tourism Victoria and the South Australian Tourism Commission
last year before the merging of projects into the present scoping study. It is anticipated that SMTEs would pay a
registration fee to gain access to this system, and a less expensive annual subscription fee for ongoing planning
stages. It is not intended to host SMTE websites as there are numerous Internet Service Providers that can do
this.

Project Type: Phase 1 and 2
In the first phase, the scoping study interview instrument needs modification in order to broaden and deepen the
findings of the present scoping study. It is also proposed to consider SMTEs with ‘best practice’ in relation to
websites and issues specifically related to planning, strategy development, implementation, integration with
existing business processes and evaluation of success. Interviews would be carried out with a wider range of
SMTEs and in different locations, such as:
• Three major cities (Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide);
• Three rural ‘satellite’ town's (Coffs Harbour, Shepparton, Port Augusta); and
• Two ‘remote’ tourist locations (Broken Hill, Mildura, Coober Pedy)
Importantly, this phase is envisioned to involve the investigation of website customers. A series of focussed
interviews should be held with ‘local’, interstate and overseas customers in each region to assist with the
eventual design of an online tool for SMTEs. From this research, a design for an online tool as indicated earlier
can be developed.
In phase 2, an online tool needs to be developed as a prototype and then trialled with a number of different
SMTEs (with a similar profile to phase one). It is anticipated that at the end of this stage a tool can be developed
that can have potential for commercial release amongst SMTEs. As mentioned above, it is expected that SMTEs
would pay a registration fee to gain access to this system, and a less expensive annual subscription fee for
ongoing planning stages. This system is not intended to host SMTE websites.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Project Background and Research Approach
The project began in May 2004 and ran for six months and involved six researchers from three Australian
universities. The major objective of the research team was to systematically explore the nature and extent to
which SMTEs are currently onlined in order to determine how SMTEs are to benefit from online technologies.
To meet these aims the study answered the following research questions:
• What information and communication technology or ICT is currently adopted in SMTEs?
• What web-based technologies are currently adopted in SMTEs?
• What is the level of business strategy/ICT alignment?
• What resources are available in SMTEs to implement and maintain ICT solutions?
• How are ICT applications for SMTEs evaluated?
• How does resource poverty (lack of time; expertise and capital) affect website development?
• How much planning goes into the establishment of the website measured against the level of normal
business planning?
• How the ‘success/failure’ of the website based e-commerce adoption is measured by SMTEs?
• What locality (regional vs urban) and industry sector factors influence the nature of web based ecommerce adoption by SMTEs?

Research Approach
After an initial meeting it was agreed to focus on two research phases: 1. Literature review and 2. Industry
analysis and current practices.

Phase 1: Literature Review and Industry Analysis
•
•
•
•

Review of web based applications related to e-commerce in regional and urban localities for SMTE and
their strategic business value;
Review of the level of web based e-commerce adoption for SMTE in regional and urban localities
(Australia, Europe, United States, Asia);
Review of models of evaluation for SMTE e-commerce websites; and,
Issues associated with SMTE web adoption and use, including the nature and extent of links between
SMTE business strategy and website.

Phase 2: Industry Analysis and Current Practice
Interviews were conducted with owners/operators of select SMTEs (with websites), paying particular attention to
urban and regional locality differences in terms of:
• Website e-commerce use;
• Issues associated with web based e-commerce adoption and use (e.g. effective update and
maintenance); and,
• Nature and extent of links between business strategy and website.
As noted, the major intention of this study was to provide a better understanding of SMTEs use of on-line
technologies, particularly in developing and maintaining their websites, as well as to industry and policy makers
in understanding the e-commerce business context.
The 1998 National Action Plan for Tourism noted that 90% to 95% of Australian tourism businesses were
small and that there was a strong government push to develop tourism in Australia. A study of the importance of
online technologies to Australian tourism (Sharma, Carson & DeLacy 2000) encouraged uptake by SMTEs and
noted that most websites provided only basic information, with a few email booking forms. The study
highlighted the potential for the uptake of online technologies in Australia. Major problems facing SMTEs were
the initial cost of investment, the need for training, knowledge on how to promote the website and how to
integrate the website with regular business processes.
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The literature suggests that some sectors (e.g. hotels) still lagged in their strategic implementation and
management of ICT (Davidson & Yu 2004). Developing web based e-commerce business solutions has many
challenges in the Australian and other marketplaces (Davidson & Yu 2003, 2004). For example, certain factors –
competitive intensity, firm size and existing competency may influence tourism firms’ strategic commitment to
website development (Kowtha & Choon 2001); for the distribution part of web based e-commerce, operational
and performance factors, rather than strategic or financial issues, may be of prime consideration in the adoption
process (O'Connor & Frew 2004)
The literature review provided background and information for analysing feedback from the selected SMTEs
in their use of on-line technology. The focused interviews provided information on four different types of
tourism businesses; bed and breakfast establishments, backpacker lodgings, local tour operators, and
museums/galleries. In so far as possible five owners or operators from each business category were interviewed
(This was not possible with museums/galleries as in urban areas most of these are large and therefore did not
qualify as SMTEs). Businesses were chosen after a careful search of web search engines (e.g. Google) and
portals. Some of the businesses we looked at choose to use these portal type services as an add-on to their
website presence or as an alternative to having a web presence. The interviews were done by telephone or at the
place of business (see Appendix A for interview questions). Interviews were conducted with the business owner
or operator (usually this was the same person).

2
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Chapter 2

AN OVERVIEW OF SMTES AND ON-LINE PRESENCE
Annual SENSIS Report
The SENSIS 2004 E-business report examined the online experiences of small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) in Australia and their attitudes to and utilization of e-business tools.3 In this report, 1,800 SMEs were
surveyed across a range of online technologies and applications, including websites, email, and e-commerce.
There was no specific ‘tourism’ category although we expected the results to be somewhat representative of the
tourism industry. One hundred accommodations, cafes and restaurants were included as well as 150 cultural,
recreational and personal businesses. Table 1 shows the summary of the results of the report.
Table 1: Sensis 2004 results summary
ICT use

All SMEs

Computer use
Internet Connections
Website
Take orders online
Receive payment over the web

94%
86%
46%
39%
44%

Accommodation Cafes
Cultural, Recreational
and Restaurants
and Personal
94%
91%
83%
85%
Not split into sub-category
53%
48%
32%
36%

The 2004 report revealed that Australian SMEs were increasingly connecting to the Internet, establishing
websites and undertaking online processes. The ability to communicate with clients, customers and suppliers
using email remained the primary driver for SMEs connecting to the Internet. Of particular interest was ecommerce, the increase in Australian SMEs adopting online buying and selling activities.
The rate of Internet connectivity among SMEs continued to grow. In 2004, 86% of small businesses were
connected to the Internet, up from 81% in 2003, 79% in 2002, 75% in 2001, and 60% in 2000.
Figure 1: Trends in internet connection (Source: Sensis 2004)

The number of small businesses (up to 19 employees) with a website had also increased substantially to 45%
in 2004 from 36% in 2003. Additionally, 13% of small businesses say they will build a website within 12
months. Overall, 53% of SMEs considered the use of a website to be beneficial to their business, making them
more efficient and effective. The benefits indicated include:
3

Adapted from SENSIS E-business 2004 report (http://www.emarketservices.com/upload/Reports/Report041021_Sensis.pdf)
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•
•
•
•

Providing instant information (26%);
Increase in enquiries (26%);
More accessible to clients (21%); and
Reach wider audience (12%)

Lessons Derived from SMEs
According to Burgess (2002) there are lessons to be derived from SMEs and their experiences in using the
Internet. Perceived barriers to the use of ICTs in smaller businesses include:
• Cost;
• Lack of time;
• Lack of ICT knowledge;
• Difficulty in finding useful, impartial advice;
• Lack of use of external consultants and vendors;
• Short-range management perspectives;
• A lack of formal planning or control procedures;
• A lack of understanding of the benefits that ICTs can provide; and
• How to measure those benefits.
More importantly, it is common for smaller businesses to ‘start small’ and build their website presence as
they proceed. It should be noted that the level of sophistication and complexity of websites varies markedly and
does not proceed in a linear progression. Consequently, over time SMTEs will and do develop different
trajectories in their website use and presence.

New Internet-based Relations
eMediaries
Within the tourism industry, there has been an explosion of a ‘wide range of new tourism eMediaries’ (Buhalis
& Licata 2002, p. 208; Buhalis 2003). An eMediary typically refers to electronic mediation between a business
and its customers such as through Internet-based tourism agencies. Unquestionably, eMediaries have altered the
tourist encounter such that the Internet is increasingly the first point of embarkation for the tourist (Doolin,
Burgess & Cooper 2001; Buhalis & Licata 2002). If we may liken the tourism experience in modernity to mass
production characteristic of Fordism, where tourists partake of packaged tours with standardised destinations and
itineraries obtained through travel agents, today it is different – it is postmodern in the sense of flexible
specialisation, of niche marketing where the tourist can enjoy designer tours that are increasingly designed by the
tourist themselves (see, for example, Rayman-Bacchus & Molina 2001). Thus, for example, the ‘traditional’
travel agent is being challenged by the Internet such that people increasingly prefer to take direct control of their
travel experience which allows for greater flexibility and the shaping of the tourist experience to individual
needs and preferences (Davidson & Yu 2004, 2003; Wang, Yu & Fesenmaier 2002).

Portals
A portal is a special website designed to act as a gateway to give access to other related sites (Phillips 1998). It is
intended as a base-site that users will keep returning to after accessing other sites. It is often seen as a starting
point for specific groups of users when they access the web (Tatnall, Burgess & Chowdhury 2003). What is new
about web portals is the way that these special sites are now being used to facilitate access to other sites that may
be closely related, in the case of special purpose portals, or quite diverse in the case of general portals. Portals
now offer a range of services including trading facilities, as banks look to partner them (Internet.com 1999).
Web managers are discovering that increased sales and advertising income result from attracting more people
and retaining them longer. Websites with successful portals that attract large numbers of browsers can charge
more for web advertising (Schneider & Perry 2001). Portal sites have been projected to be the conduit for over
40% of all commerce revenue and to gain 67% of advertising dollars (Kleindl 2001). As such, portals can play
an important part in the e-commerce strategy of a business.
One of the attractions of portals is the amount of traffic that travels through them. The portal is viewed as a
means of advertising to a large audience via banner advertisements. New Internet jargon has emerged as
businesses operating portals attempt to increase the number of their ‘eyeballs’ – visitors to the site, and their
‘stickiness’ – the amount of time they stay at the site (Zikmund & d’Amico 2001). The following briefly outlines
types of portals and their advantages:
Types of portals (mutual exclusion and internal consistency is problematic here):

4
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• General (e.g. Ninemsn, Yahoo)
• Horizontal (e.g. Biziwest)
• Vertical (e.g. Accommodation portals; Youth Hostels Australia)
• Others (Regional [Bendigo Web Central], enterprise)
Advantages of portals:
• Secure payment environment (already set up; inexpensive)
• Search services and search engine ranking
• New markets and partnerships (e.g. Winesofgippsland.com)
• Regional relationships (e.g. Winesofgippsland.com)

Challenges for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
This section examines some of the areas that small business researchers are targeting in their recommendations
for how the use of information technology or IT in small businesses can be improved. These are areas that small
businesses often neglect or, even worse, know nothing about.

Planning
One of the barriers identified earlier that hinder the effective use of information technology or IT in small
businesses is a lack of formal planning and control methodologies. Again, this relates to a lack of knowledge on
how to plan effectively, lack of time and money to seek this knowledge, lack of time to apply it even if they have
the knowledge and a lack of understanding that they even need the knowledge. Small businesses are, however,
concerned with issues relating to how they can operate more effectively and efficiently and/or how they can
grow (El Louadi 1998). One of the problems is that management practice in small businesses is often based on
the short term and is informal and ad hoc. Much of the time is spent ‘surviving’, so that little time can be devoted
to examine IT projects (Pollard & Hayne 1988). Having said this, the relationship between successful strategic
use of IT by ‘high planners’ should encourage small businesses to take the time out to relate their use of IT to
their overall business plans.
A similar trend is occurring in relation to small business and their use of the Internet. Although usage of the
Internet by small businesses is on the increase, little is known about the relationship (if any) between the overall
strategic goals of small firms and their Internet strategies. Many small businesses appear to have websites
because it is the ‘thing to do’ (Dandridge & Levenburg 2000).

Working Out the Benefits of IT
Another barrier to the successful use of IT in small businesses is a lack of understanding of the benefits that IT
can provide, and how to measure those benefits. The success of IT implementations relate to the extent to which
the system contributes to achieving organisational goals (Yap & Thong 1997). There have typically been three
methods used to evaluate the success of IT systems in small businesses. These are (Naylor & Williams 1994;
Zinatelli, Cragg & Cavaye 1996):
• Measures of system usage;
• Impact upon organisational performance; and
• Measures of user satisfaction.
System usage is often measured using data automatically collected from the system. For example, this may
be the number of transactions that have been entered, reports being requested from the system, and so on. The
impact of IT upon organisational performance is difficult to assess, as so many other factors can directly or
indirectly effect organisational performance (Naylor & Williams 1994).
The most common method used to determine the level of IT success is to measure small business user
satisfaction with information technology. Such measures of user satisfaction have one major problem – they are
linked with user expectations (Davidson & Yu 2004; Naylor & Williams 1994). For example, an owner/operator
understanding the strategic benefits that IT can provide may be less satisfied with a simple transactional system
than an owner/operator who is unaware of these strategic benefits. This is despite the possibility that they are
reviewing systems that perform in a similar manner. Again, the problem falls back to a lack of proper knowledge
about the advantages that IT can provide. Interestingly, a 2000 survey of UK small and medium businesses
(Management Services 2000) revealed that over half of the businesses felt that Internet and IT had no effect on
their business at all.
Igbaria, Zinatelli, Cragg and Cavaye (1997) have suggested that another measure of success could be user
acceptance of IT. The voluntary use of computers can potentially play a role in enabling small businesses to
compete successfully and provide better customer service. Individuals in small businesses are more likely to use
a computer system if it is easy to use and if they can use it to improve their performance and productivity.
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Training
How important is training to the users of IT in small businesses? Factors relating to ‘a lack of knowledge of IT’
or ‘lack of understanding of the benefits of IT’ have been discussed several times in this report. Appropriate
training in IT has been mentioned earlier as one of the factors leading to successful use of IT in small businesses.
Many small and medium businesses feel that they are unsure of how to use the technology they have, let alone
increase their investment in it (Management Services 2000).
Igbaria et al. (1997) found that the amount of training users received from other users or IT specialists within
the firm had an effect on the perceived usefulness of the system. External training had a positive effect on the
perceived ease of use of IT, which they theorise may enhance computer skills and reduce ‘negative attitude’
barriers to the acceptance of IT. A lack of training was a cause of user frustration. It has already been suggested
that the Internet may help to solve some of the problems facing small businesses in remote areas via the
provision of online training.

External Information
Small business managers perceive more uncertainty in their environment than their counterparts in larger
businesses. Effective management of external information can help to reduce the level of uncertainty that they
feel (El Louadi 1998). There are two facets to the external environment that relate to IT and small businesses.
The first is the use of IT to assist with obtaining and using external information that is, useful to business in
an effective and efficient manner. A number of surveys of small businesses (El Louadi 1998) have found that
they are more preoccupied with external information than larger businesses, looking for information relating to
their customers, their competitors, regulatory information and how they can grow their business or make it more
efficient. Traditionally, the sources of much of this information are the personal contacts and networks
developed by the small business manager. The ability to gather trade information and intelligence on competitors
require not only the ability to research the market and analyse information, but also require experience with IT,
which can provide difficulties for many small businesses (International Trade Forum 1999).
The second facet involves gaining external information and support in relation to the IT operated by the
business. Three important ways of gaining these are through training programs, vendors and consultants, and
through government support programs.

Vendors and Consultants
In many instances, small businesses find that they need to rely on the IT expertise of vendors and/or consultants
because of a lack of internal IT expertise. Igbaria et al. (1997) have found that good external support provided by
vendors and/or consultants, such as technical support, training and a harmonious working relationship can reduce
the risk of IT failure in small businesses.
There is a view, however, that vendors and consultants do not understand the small and medium business
market and that the level of support provided by them is only adequate or less than adequate (Management
Services 2000). In other words it is frequently assumed that IT vendors are ‘geared up’ for large businesses and
thus their support for SMEs is considered to be inappropriate to the needs of small businesses. Nevertheless,
careful selection of vendors and/or consultants as providers of hardware or software, to integrate the IT into the
business and/or to fill the IT knowledge gap within the organisation, is therefore vital to the successful use of IT
in many small businesses.

Government Support
Governments worldwide are beginning to realise the importance of the small business community. The role of
government in developing countries has been particularly important (Davidson & Yu 2003). IT is one of the
areas that is the subject of increased government resources, through improved information programs, increased
training opportunities and technology support grants and awards.
It is one thing providing these programs; it is another having small businesses take advantage of them. In the
United Kingdom, less than 15% of small businesses use advice available from government bodies. Their main
sources of IT information are their own small business communities and computer magazines (Management
Services 1997).
To be able to take advantage of government programs, two events need to occur. First, small businesses have
to know about them. This means that governments have to be proactive in informing small businesses of the
programs in the communities within which small businesses operate. Secondly, small businesses must be
convinced that their investment of resources into the program will provide identifiable benefits to their
businesses.
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The Internet and Electronic Commerce
There is no doubt that a rapidly increasing number of small businesses are using the Internet (McDonagh &
Prothero 2000). Gallagher (1999) claims that the level of Internet use is growing faster than any other technology
in history. Many small businesses are establishing a presence on the Internet. Two primary uses of Internet
technologies in small businesses are the use of email for communication and the Internet to gather and/or
disseminate information (Dandridge & Levenburg 2000; McDonagh & Prothero 2000).
A study in 2000 of Australian medium and small businesses revealed higher levels of connection to the
Internet in businesses where (Telstra Corporation & NOIE 2000):
• There was a culture of innovation;
• There was a willingness to adopt new technologies;
• Competitors and those in like industries had success using the internet;
• Businesses had access to relevant skills and knowledge and were willing to use those skills;
• Customers and/or suppliers wanted or demanded contact by email or online transactions;
• Businesses had a strategic sense of how to move forward; and
• There was an awareness of the financial benefits available.
In a 1999 survey of Irish small and medium businesses, McDonagh and Prothero (2000) reported that 32% of
small businesses had established websites. In this survey, security issues (concerns about customer transactions,
misuse of information or fear of hackers) were cited as major fears related to the use of e-commerce. This is not
only from the viewpoint of the customer, but also of the business dealing with partners and suppliers. In a survey
of United States ‘small’ businesses of less than 100 employees (The Yankee Group 1999), 31% had a website. A
study in 2000 of Australian small businesses revealed that 25% of small businesses (up to 20 employees) had a
website. This was more likely in ‘proactive’ small businesses, which saw a website as (Telstra Corporation &
NOIE 2000):
• An essential part of their promotional and advertising mix,
• A means of providing business and product information to clients, and
• A basis for developing an order and payment facility.

Small Business and ICTs
The literature around the area of small business and information technology is extensive in what is now a fairly
accepted list of ‘barriers’ to the successful implementation of ICTs in small businesses. Table 2 lists these
barriers although it should not be inferred that there is any necessary ranking of barriers.
Table 2: Typical barriers to the use of ICTs in small businesses
BARRIER
The cost of ICTs
Lack of time to devote to the
implementation and maintenance of ICTs
A lack of ICT knowledge combined with
difficulty in finding useful, impartial
advice
Lack of use of external consultants and
vendors
Short-range management perspectives

A lack of formal planning or control
procedures.
A lack of understanding of the benefits
that ICTs can provide, and how to
measure those benefits

COMMENT
Small businesses often have difficulty in justifying the cost of ICTs as
they generally have limited budgets.
A typical small business owner/manager will work 50-60 hours per
week.
There is usually no person in a small business whose job is devoted to
supporting the ICT function. As such, the ‘expertise’ often comes from
friends, accountants, family members and/or ‘ICT savvy’ employees.
Small business owners typically have mistrust for ICT consultants and
vendors, believing that they do not really understand their business
needs.
Often small business owners/managers are so busy with the day to day
operations of the business (and cash flow) they feel that they do not
have the time to plan much further than the next day, week or month
ahead. This also reflects a lack of understanding of the benefits of
planning for the longer term.
Most small business employees understand many of the efficiency and
cost saving benefits that ICTs can provide, but do not understand how
ICTs can be used for competitive advantage. As such, it is often
viewed as a cost and is not budgeted on a cost-benefit basis.

Source: Burgess 2002a
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Short Term Focus
One of the barriers identified in the above list that hinders the effective use of ICTs in small businesses is a lack
of formal planning and control methodologies (Burgess 2002a). This relates to a lack of knowledge of how to
plan effectively, lack of time and money to seek this knowledge, lack of time to apply it even if they have the
knowledge and a lack of understanding that they even need the knowledge. Small businesses are, however,
concerned with issues relating to how they can operate more effectively and efficiently and/or how they can
grow (El Louadi 1998). One of the problems is that management practice in small businesses is often based on
the short term and is informal and ad hoc. Much of the time is spent ‘surviving’, so that little time can be devoted
to examine ICT projects (Pollard & Hayne 1998). A similar trend is occurring in relation to small business and
their use of the Internet (Burgess 2002a). Although usage of the Internet by small businesses is on the increase,
little is known about the relationship (if any) between the overall strategic goals of small firms and their Internet
strategies. Many small businesses appear to have websites because it is the ‘thing to do’ (Dandridge &
Levenburg 2000).

Most Uses of ICTs are for Efficiency Gains
It has been well reported in the literature that small businesses that use computers mainly use them for
administrative and operational purposes (such as accounting, budgeting, payroll, inventory control and the like)
(Burgess 2002a). Much of the software that is used by small businesses is purchased ‘off the shelf’ (McDonagh
& Prothero 2000), although there is some evidence to suggest that small businesses with particular (specialised)
needs are prepared to invest in customised software (Burgess 1997).
The literature also suggests that some small businesses are beginning to realise that ICTs can be used to gain
competitive advantages (Pollard & Hayne 1998). Bridge and Peel (1999) divided United Kingdom (UK) small
businesses into groupings of ‘high planners’ and ‘low planners’. These classifications related to the degree of
detail with which strategic plans (of longer than one year) were worked out by the businesses. According to
Bridge and Peel (1999): ‘…SMEs which engaged in more intensive (detailed) strategic planning, were
significantly more likely to utilise business software (spreadsheets, database, MIS and statistical packages)
related to decision-making’ (p.85).
More recently, Premkumar (2003) identified ‘competitive advantage’ as a primary driver of the adoption of
IT by small businesses. Levy, Powell and Yetton (2001) identified a link between a small business’ strategic
context and its investments in ICTs.

Working Out the Benefits of ICTs
Another barrier to the successful use of IT in small businesses is a lack of understanding of the benefits that IT
can provide, and how to measure those benefits. The success of ICTs implementations relate to the extent to
which the system contributes to achieving organisational goals (Yap & Thong 1997). There have typically been
three methods used to evaluate the success of IT systems in small businesses. These are (Naylor & Williams
1994; Zinatelli et al. 1996):
• Measures of system usage;
• Impact upon organisational performance; and,
• Measures of user satisfaction.
System usage is often measured using data automatically collected from the system. For instance, this may be
the number of transactions that have been entered, reports being requested from the system, and so forth. The
impact of ICTs upon organisational performance is difficult to assess, as many other factors can directly or
indirectly effect organisational performance (Naylor & Williams 1994).
The most common way used to determine the level of ICT success is to measure small business user
satisfaction with information technology (Premkumar 2003). Such measures of user satisfaction have one major
problem – they are linked with user expectations (Naylor & Williams 1994). For instance, an owner/operators
understanding the strategic benefits that ICTs can provide may be less satisfied with a simple transactional
system than an owner/operator who is unaware of these strategic benefits. This is despite the possibility that they
are reviewing systems that perform in a similar manner. Again, the problem falls back to a lack of proper
knowledge about the advantages that ICTs can provide. Interestingly, a survey of UK small and medium
businesses in 2000 revealed that over half of the businesses felt that Internet and IT had no effect on their
business at all (Management Services 2000).

Summary
This section has identified a number of characteristics of small businesses that have been identified in the
literature which separates them from larger businesses in the manner in which they use ICTs. An important point
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to note is that small businesses face real barriers in relation to their typical lack of planning and lack of resources
(available capital, ICT expertise and the time to do anything about it) in relation to ICT and specifically Internet
use.

Models for Website Business Strategy
As previously noted, a number of ‘motivators’ have been identified to overcome ‘inhibitors’ to the adoption
and/or use of ICTs in small businesses and lead to their successful employment. One area that was not covered
was the need for systematic planning approaches within small and medium businesses towards the use of ICTs.
Here we are specifically interested in exploring the planning stages of SMTEs in relation to their development of
websites. In other words, how can small and medium businesses be encouraged to overcome obstacles to the
effective use of ICTs? The following models assume that the decision to adopt a website has already been made,
so approaches such as innovation diffusion (Rogers 1995) and innovation translation (Latour 1986), which
concentrate upon factors leading to the decision to adopt, will not be considered.
A number of different business models relating to the adoption of e-commerce have been identified in the
literature. Burgess and Schauder (2000) examined a number of value chain and related models related to the
generation of information technology ideas that ‘add value’ to a firm’s products and services from the
customer’s viewpoint (see, for example, Barton & Peters 1991; Osterle 1991; Porter & Millar 1985). In addition,
the study examined two recent e-commerce models proposed by Marchese (1998) and Al Moumen and
Sommerville (1999). Burgess and Schauder (2002) determined that the ‘idea generation’ steps in each of these
models can be divided into three major sections:
1. Business Investigation: Tools that are typically used at this stage are Critical Success Factor (CSF)
analysis and the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis. CSF analysis is a
technique that examines how a business is performing in the few key areas (identified at a management
level) that will cause it to succeed or fail (Rockart 1979). SWOT analysis is a technique that looks at the
business’ internal resources (such as resources and available expertise) and external forces (such as
customers, competitors, suppliers and so forth) to determine its strengths and weaknesses in relation to
the marketplace. This is for the purpose of identifying opportunities for the business to be proactive and
areas where it needs to be reactive (deal with actual or potential threats) (Kotler, Chandler, Gibbs &
McColl 1989).
2. Determination of Strategy (based upon Business Investigation): For example, will they be a market
leader or follower?
3. Added Value: Develop actual ‘Added Value’ information technology ideas (based upon Business
Strategy).
A major criticism of these models is their lack of sufficient detail to explain how they operate. They also
failed to provide sufficient explanation of how each step links with the next to provide a more systematic and
inclusive solution (Burgess & Schauder 2000). An additional problem is that they have not been specifically
designed for small businesses. As such, they need to take into account that small businesses are not generally
resource rich (money or time) and thus are not always able to devote their resources to such projects. Moreover,
small businesses are generally not familiar with the planning and control procedures or investment analysis
techniques employed in medium-to-larger or large businesses to evaluate e-business strategies and information
technology projects. They usually do not have a separate IT department and often nobody within the business is
specifically skilled in the area of IT (Davidson & Yu 2004; NOIE 2000).

A Detailed Model to Link Firms and Customers on the Internet
A business may set up a website to interact with its customers as part of its overall e-commerce strategy or it
may represent its only connection with e-commerce. The problems that face a small business in the particular
area of business-to-consumer (B2C) interactions on the Internet are similar to those previously discussed. In
order to address these problems, a model to guide small businesses in B2C interactions over the Internet was
developed by Burgess (2002b) and is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A model for business-to-consumer (B2C) interactions on the internet (Burgess 2002)

The organisation of the steps of the conceptual level of the model were the result of a Delphi study that
comprised a web-based discussion group of academics working in the fields of small business, the strategic use
of information technology and electronic commerce (Burgess 2002b). The steps in the conceptual model include:

Business Investigation
This step is meant to be similar to a SWOT analysis. It is meant to determine where the business stands in
relation to its own resources and direction and its relationships with external parties. The business should work
through each of the following areas.
• Firm Strategy provides a link to the firm’s overall business strategy. Does it wish to grow? Is it willing
to work with partners? Strategies that are typical for small businesses are low cost, differentiation of
goods, alliance, and growth.
• Capital requires an assessment of the amount of capital that the firm is willing and able to allocate to
the website on an initial and ongoing basis.
• Employee’s expertise available within the firm to assist with the ITC project. Does the small business
have anyone with the technical expertise to develop a website?
• Product/ Service Details assesses the characteristics of the firm’s products and/or services, and its
plans for introducing them onto the Internet. Some types of goods seem to be more suited to selling
over the Internet. Other types of goods are suited to the provision of product support over the Internet.
• Customers’ expectations of the firm’s web presence? Have they demanded particular features? Are
they even able to surf the web?
• Competitors current activities. Do they have websites? What features do they offer? How do they
integrate their web strategy with their overall firm strategy?

Website Strategy
This step summarises the business investigation component of the model and provides an early indication of
potential proactive and reactive strategies. This will vary greatly across industries, but there are more likely to be
opportunities for innovation with simple websites for small businesses than with larger businesses.

Level of Facilitation
This step is designed to assist with the decision as to which features to implement on the website.
Recommendations are based upon the entries made in the business investigation section, and include whether a
firm should have an interactive product catalogue, product support, online sales, external links and so forth.
These recommendations are based on the analysis carried out in the Business Investigation stage and the
strategies chosen in the website Strategy stage.
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Website Features
This step involves three issues which a firm needs to work through and involves:
• Method of Implementation: This section reviews the project feasibility, based upon the capital that the
firm is willing to commit and the expertise available within the firm. The more complex the features the
firm is wishing to introduce the less likely they are going to have the expertise to be able to develop it
‘in house’ and the more it is going to cost to set-up.
• Website Evaluation: In this section, the decision is made as to how to evaluate the success of the
website. In the end, the cost of the website has to be related to measurable factors that the small
business identifies as being important. In most cases this will be revenue versus costs, but in other cases
(such as non profit firms) it may mean delivering a better service for the same cost.
• Method of Promotion: This section investigates the methods available to promote the website.
Potential methods suggested here include using a suitable domain name for branding, registration with
search engines, putting website details on firm stationery, banner exchanges, online promotions and so
forth.

Alternative Models
One shortcoming of the Burgess model is that it does not take into account that many small businesses
implement their website strategy on a staged basis. Small business website development generally commences
with a simple brochure-type web presence and evolves to incorporate different levels of sophistication and
complexity. For example, Lawrence, Newton, Corbit, Braithwaite and Parker (2002) propose a set of web-based
models that allow a company to address on-line advertising, customer support, auctions and inter-organisation
trading, where the website reflects strategic business activities and processes. Another type of Internet
development proposed by Levy and Powell (2003) suggests that SMEs are likely to follow an Internet model
where website evolution is reflective of business growth – as the business grows, the website also increases in
functionality.
Recently, Rao, Metts and Monge (2003) proposed a staged model reflecting electronic commerce
development by small and medium sized enterprises (refer Figure 3). The model is characterised by four stages:
1. Presence: This provides the basic brochure site as described in other models. Communication is ‘one
way’ from the business to the user.
2. Portals: This level introduces ‘two way’ communication via order placement and building customer
profiles through communications (such as product feedback and surveys).
3. Transaction Integration: At this stage financial transactions are introduced between partners. This can
be facilitated by the presence of virtual communities set up around areas of common interest –
encouraging online marketplaces.
4. Enterprise Integration: This is where the business processes of an organisation are completely
integrated with the online business so that they are virtually indistinguishable, usually requiring high
levels of collaboration between business partners.
Rao, Metts and Monge (2003) state that, although their model appears to be sequential stages, a business
may, in fact, ‘enter’ at any stage and therefore envisages flexibility in the adoption and use of ICTs by SMEs.
Accordingly,
‘As technology and e-commerce awareness increases it can be anticipated that a given company may enter at a
later stage, leapfrogging earlier stages in order to accelerate its development process. When a company does
this, it is anticipated that all previous stage issues must be addressed’ (p.15)

For each component of their model illustrated in Figure 3, Rao, Metts and Monge identified a number of
barriers and facilitators that assist the business to decide if it is logical and feasible to move to a further
component in the website development process. This model has been chosen as a reference point as it
specifically targets smaller businesses and, as noted, provides for needed flexibility.
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Figure 3: Four stage model; Stages of E-commerce development and their characteristics

Presence

Portals

Transactions
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Enterprises
Integration
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..
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..
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..
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•Value Chain
Integration
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..

(Adapted from Rao, Metts & Monge 2003)
Note: ‘B2B’ refers to business to business; ‘B2C’ refers to business to consumer; ‘E2E’ refers to enterprise
to enterprise and ‘2 way comm’ refers to two way communication.

Along similar lines, Burgess and Cooper (2001) proposed a web adoption model (3Ps) that has been applied
to various Australian industries such as government, tourism and metal manufacturing. The 3Ps model proposes
that websites have three stages with appropriate content associated with each corresponding stage. These 3P
stages involve promotion, provision and processing:
• Promotion Stage: This is an information stage that involves the website detailing business contact
details, providing product and/or service information that promotes the business on the web.
• Provision Stage: This stage adds functionality to a website and adds features such as a catalogue or
price list (non-database), support for the customer in the form of frequently asked questions (FAQs) and
internal site links that add value for a visitor to the site. Information-specific industry content is
incorporated at this stage.
• Processing stage: This is the transaction phase of website evolution and will involve online ordering,
processing and payment activities associated with business products or services. Factors such as the
content and design of the website, and security and privacy issues affect the success of these types of
features (Ranganathan & Grandon 2002). This stage can also involve linking with (usually larger)
suppliers or customers in an extended supply chain (Cary, Wen & Mahatanankoon 2004) an area that
was previously difficult for small businesses to become involved in because of the cost and
technological requirements (Sommer 2003).
A benefit of using the Burgess and Cooper (2001) model over other frameworks relate to its previous use in
evaluating the Internet adoption by regional tourism businesses. It was shown to be appropriate for examining
small businesses in that it provided detailed evaluation stages of specific website features, stages that the other
approaches did not address. Small tourism businesses face considerable barriers to the use of technology and it is
therefore necessary to assist them in developing their websites. In conjunction with Rao, Metts and Monge’s
model, SMTEs (or any SME) are advised to consider the application of a multi-stage business strategy, along
with a systematic website development plan, albeit one that incorporates flexibility and can reflect the needs of
the enterprise.
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Chapter 3

THE STUDY
Methodology
As a scoping study the intent of this research was not to develop a representative sample and to make
generalising statements from the results. Nevertheless, the results obtained from this study are suggestive of
common opportunities, strategies and problems faced by SMTEs. The major objective of the research team was
to explore the nature and extent to which SMTEs are currently online, to determine, in so far as possible, how
SMTEs may benefit from online technologies. To this end, key sectors of the tourism industry were included in
order to begin developing an understanding of how SMTEs use the Internet in their business activities. In other
words, a scoping study represents the initial or preliminary work out of which the basis for more in depth
research and modelling emerges by defining the nature of the issues or problems. It then enables the making of
recommendations on what further work needs to be carried out to address those issues and problems.
Given the nature of the study, a methodology of focussed interviews was adopted, although interviewers
were not restricted solely to the ‘interview questions’ but were encouraged to probe. This enabled different
points to be explored at greater length in the various interviews. Focused interviews afforded information on four
different types of tourism businesses in two major categories: accommodation (bed and breakfast establishments
and backpacker lodgings) and attractions (local tour operators and museums/galleries). There was also a
concerted effort to collect data from urban areas (Sydney and Melbourne) and one rural area (Bendigo, a town in
the state of Victoria approximately 300 kilometres north-west from Melbourne).
The objective was to interview at least five owners or operators (i.e. managers) from each business category
in each area. This aim was predominantly achieved, with some exceptions. Businesses were randomly selected
following a search of regional web search engines and portals (e.g. in Melbourne and Sydney, Citysearch or
www.citysearch.com.au; in Bendigo, web Central or www.bwc.com.au) until the desired number was achieved.
Interviews were conducted primarily at the place of business, with a small number of telephone interviews
carried out where initial interviews were cancelled or where it was impossible to set up a time for a face-to-face
interview. The majority of the interviews were carried out between October and December 2004. Some ‘pilot’
interviews were carried out earlier. In all, 59 interviews were conducted. We were only interested in those
businesses with websites.4 The results of the interviews are presented and summarised below (see Appendix A
for interview questions).
The tables were organised around topical areas; interviews by business type and location, characteristics of
the SMTEs, planning the websites, website operation, website and the SMTE staff, website promotion and
measuring its success, general use of the Internet and links with ‘traditional’ businesses (i.e. not Internet). Both
column and row percentages were reported to better highlight variations by business type and location. The
tables is followed in some instances by selected respondents’ comments to capture some of the variation in
responses. Table 3 presents the distribution and number of interviews by business type and location.
The interview questions were trialled initially with Bendigo bed and breakfast (B&B) establishments, prior to
the other interviews, which accounts for why there are more B&B's in our results. There were also fewer urban
museums/galleries, as many of these tended to be large business enterprises in these areas while smaller ones
often did not have websites. Lastly, there were fewer backpacker/hostels in the rural site as typically fewer
backpackers travel in rural regions.
Table 3: Number and type of SMTEs in the study
Rural
Urban
Class
SMTE
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation
Bed and Breakfast
10
5
5
Backpackers/Hostels
3
6
5
Attraction
Local tour operators
5
5
5
Museums/Galleries
5
3
2
TOTAL
23
19
17

4

TOTAL
20
14
15
10
59

Certainly it was of interest as to why some SMTEs did not make use of ICTs but this was outside the scope of this study.
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Characteristics of the SMTEs
As indicated in Table 4, the SMTEs were small businesses. Across business types, backpacker/hostels and local
tour operators tended to have more employees, particularly in urban areas. Museums/galleries were generally
small as were bed and breakfast (B&B) establishments. Around one half of the businesses interviewed had only
one or two employees. In the accommodation area there was some difference between B&B's, which primarily
had one or two employees, and backpackers/hostels, which mainly had five or more employees, although these
enterprises were usually larger in Sydney than in Melbourne. B&B's were smaller establishments and generally,
it was not a full-time position for any of the owner/operators. According to one respondent in Bendigo, ‘the
B&B was an addition to our existing employment.’ In another two cases, the B&B was being developed to
provide income during retirement. Most of the ‘attraction’ businesses had one to two employees. Much of the
variation in size appeared to be due to the nature of the business as well as location.
Table 4: Number of employees (number in brackets refers to the number of responses)
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)*
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction

Bed and Breakfast

1-2 (7)
3-4 (3)

1-2 (4)
3-4 (1)

1-2 (3)
3-4 (1)
10-19 (1)

1-2 (70%)
3-4 (25%)
10-19 (5%)

Backpackers/Hostels

5-9 (2)
10-19 (1)

1-2 (2)
3-4 (2)
5-9 (1)
10-19 (1)

1-2 (1)
5-9 (3)
10-19 (2)

1-2 (20%)
3-4 (13%)
5-9 (40%)
10-19 (27%)

Local tour operators

1-2 (3)
5-9(2)

1-2 (2)
3-4 (1)
5-9 (1)
10-19 (1)

1-2 (3)
5-9 (2)

1-2 (53%)
3-4 (7%)
5-9 (33%)
10-19 (7%)

Museums/Galleries

5-9 (3)
1-2 (1)
3-4 (1)

1-2 (2)
3-4 (1)

1-2 (1)
3-4 (1)

1-2 (40%)
3-4 (30%)
5-9 (30%)

1-2 (48%)
3-4 (17%)
5-9 (30%)
10-19 (5%)

1-2 (52%)
3-4 (26%)
5-9 (11%)
10-19 (11%)

1-2 (47%)
3-4 (12%)
5-9 (29%)
10-19 (12%)

TOTAL (Columns)*

* The TOTAL for both Column and Row totals are reported as percentages in this and subsequent tables.

Interview Comments:
Backpacker/Hostel
Sydney
• ‘I have two full time and three casual staff who are often backpackers.
Melbourne
• ‘I have 17 employees and a bar and restaurant attached. I also have a large luggage store area.
Bendigo
• ‘I have a part-time girl that works on weekends.’

Bed and Breakfast
Bendigo
• ‘I work with two part-time employees who do cleaning and maintenance.’

Tour Organiser
Sydney
• One employee managed the enterprise and had 20 employees in the field.

Art Gallery/Museum
Sydney
• One had reduced in size. ‘It was first formed as an art gallery until late 2002 but currently is operated
as an artist collective. It provides information about artists and upcoming exhibitions.’
• ‘I have two full-time employees plus one part-time employee.’
[The names of the enterprises have not been used in order to safeguard anonymity.]
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The question of ‘target market’ revealed a noteworthy difference between the rural and urban areas (Table 5).
The rural areas predominantly marketed to locals and to specialised interests such as railway enthusiasts, social
clubs, senior groups and tourists who desired a more specifically rural experience, whereas the urban areas
looked more to overseas tourists and tourists with more general interests. Overall, rural SMTEs target market
was more restricted and specialised:
‘We target local, interstate tourists and tourists in the local region. You know, the people who are visiting
family and friends for a celebration, so we target the local population to accommodate people who are guests
of the locals’.

Both urban and rural SMTEs targeted interstate tourists. With respect to the business types, the
accommodation businesses mainly targeted overseas and interstate tourists. As one B&B explained, ‘70% of our
customers are from overseas, 15%-20% from NSW and the rest from other states.’ Still, another said:
‘The site was established for my target market – Germans. I knew there was a high Internet usage rate in
Germany and I believe that 90% of my customers use the Internet. The website was built to establish email
communications. For instance, some foreigners may not be confident enough with their English to call’.

The two attraction businesses differed from each other with local tour operators broadly marketing their
operations although they did specifically target conventions and exhibitions. Museums/galleries targeted local
tourists generally of a specific age group.
Table 5: Target market*
Class
Accommodation

Attraction

SMTE

Rural
Bendigo

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

Bed and
Breakfast

Specialised5 (5)
Local (4)
Interstate(3)
Overseas (1)
General (1)

Overseas (5)
Interstate (3)
Age (3)

General (1)
Overseas (4)

Backpackers/
Hostels6

Local (3)
Interstate (3)
Age (2)
Specialised (1)

Overseas (6)
Interstate (3)
Age (2)

Age (1)
Local (2)
Interstate (2)
Overseas (2)

Local tour
operators

Age (4)
Local (4)
Interstate (3)
Overseas (1)
Specialised (2)

Museums/
Galleries

Local (3)
Age (2)
Interstate (1)
Overseas (1)
Specialised (1)

Overseas (5)
Interstate (5)
Age (1)
Local (4)
General (5)
Specialised (1)
Local (3)
Age (2)

Age (4)
Local (2)
Interstate (3)
Overseas (3)
Specialised (1)
General (2)
Local (1)
Interstate (1)
General (1)

Overseas (34%)
Age (17%)
Interstate (21%)
Local (15%)
Specialised (2%)
General (11%)

Age (17%)
Local (17%)
Interstate (20%)
Overseas (20%)
Specialised
(3%)
General (23%)

TOTAL (Columns)

Local (31%)
Interstate (22%)
Specialised (20%)
Overseas (7%)
General (2%)
Age (18%)

TOTAL
(Rows)
Specialised
(17%)
Local (13%)
Interstate (20%)
Overseas (33%)
General (7%)
Age (10%)
Local (20%)
Interstate (27%)
Age (20%)
Specialised (3%)
Overseas (30%)
Age (16%)
Local (20%)
Interstate (22%)
Overseas (18%)
Specialised (8%)
General (14%)
Local (44%)
Age (25%)
Interstate (13%)
Overseas (6%)
Specialised (6%)
General (6%)

* Market refers to targeted groups such as age groups, local tourists and overseas tourists. ‘General’ refers to a wide array
of groups with no specific target.

5

6

Special groups were railway enthusiasts; social groups; senior groups and so on.
There were two types of backpackers – the younger budget backpacker and the ‘high end’ backpacker.
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Comments:
Bed and Breakfast
Sydney
• Another respondent reported that their ‘overseas tourists from UK generally come from lower
economic backgrounds, middle class backgrounds from Germany and middle and up from the
[United] States.’
Melbourne
• ‘I try to market to people that I think will like Fitzroy.’
• One respondent tried to market to gay males but was not successful.
Bendigo
• One targeted ‘a more sophisticated market and families’.

Backpacker/Hostels
Sydney
• ‘I target the international backpackers’ market.’
Melbourne
•
‘I market primarily to Germans.’
Bendigo
• ‘I target families and couples.’

Art Gallery/Museum
Sydney
• One gallery did not target any particular group of people.
Melbourne
• ‘Generally local people.’

Tour Organiser
Sydney
• ‘We target those aged 30 plus, professional couples, 90% of our customers are from the Sydney
regional area, south coast and central coast.’
• Mainly targeted ‘backpacker and international students.’
Melbourne
•
‘30-50 year old women.’
• ‘I market to people from country Victoria.’
Bendigo
• ‘Groups interested in the environment.’

The SMTEs in this study also showed a distinct urban/rural difference with husband and wife teams in the
rural region comprising the majority of owner/operators, followed by male owner/operators and boards (Table
6). Whether in rural or urban areas, however, husband and wife teams did present different reasons for the
ownership/operation arrangement. A respondent in Bendigo explained that ‘the B&B is not a full-time position
for any of the owner/operators. It is an addition to our existing employment. The B&B is being developed for
income during retirement.’ Another respondent of a Sydney gallery reported: ‘We run it as a team so there is no
one owner or boss’. Another local tour operator in Sydney stated that there were in fact two couples that owned
and operated the business, claiming that ‘it is easier to run this was as no one person has to do everything.’
Regardless of location, this type of ownership/operation arrangement was more prevalent among B&B
establishments followed by museums/galleries.
Interestingly, urban SMTEs revealed significantly more female owner/operators, particularly in B&B's and
museums/galleries. Nevertheless, males were the dominant type of owner/operator in both rural and urban areas,
especially in local tour operations and backpacker/hostels.
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Table 6: Ownership/operation
Class
Accommodation

Attraction

SMTE

Rural
Bendigo

Urban
Melbourne
Sydney

TOTAL
(Rows)

Bed and
Breakfast

H&W* (8)
Male (1)
Female (1)

H&W (1)
Female (2)

Male (3)
Female (1)
H&W (1)

H&W (56%)
Male (22%)
Female (22%)

Backpackers/
Hostels

H&W (3)

Male (6)

Male (2)
Female (1)
H&W (2)

H&W (36%)
Male (57%)
Female (75)

Local tour
operators

H&W (2)
Male (2)
Board (1)

Male (3)

Male (3)
H&W (2)

H&W (15%)
Male (62%)
Female (15%)
Board (8%)

Museums/
Galleries

Board (3)
H&W (1)
Male (1)

Female (2)
Board (1)

H&W (2)

Male (10%)
Female (20%)
H&W (30%)
Board (40%)

H&W (61%)
Male (17%)
Female (5%)
Board (17%)

Male (60%)
Female (26%)
H&W (7%)
Board (7%)

Male (47%)
H&W (7%)
Female (26%)
Board (7%)

TOTAL (Columns)

* H&W refer to husband and wife team.

Planning the Website
The use of a website by SMTEs was a relatively new experience for many of the respondents with many of them
having established their web presence in the last three to five years (Table 7). Sydney SMTEs seemed to be more
advanced with 88% of the respondents claiming to have begun their websites three or more years ago (41%
stated more than five years ago). SMTEs that had a website for more than five years were quick to point this out.
One respondent of a B&B establishment in Melbourne stated: ‘I started my website at the same time as the
business, seven years ago’, while another said that his website was completed ‘before it was ready to house
customers.’ There was little appreciable difference between rural and urban Victoria in terms of the length of
website presence. Interestingly, attraction SMTEs (especially museums/galleries) had a longer website presence
than accommodation businesses.
In general, a common response was that the website was initiated along with the business: ‘I started the
website the same time I started my business.’ This indicates that many of the businesses had time to reflect on
the effect of the website on their business.
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Table 7: Responses to question: ‘How long have you had a website (in years)?’
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction

Bed and Breakfast

1-2 yrs (6)
3-5 yrs (2)

3-5 yrs (3)
1-2 yrs (2)

3-5 yrs (4)
>5 yrs (1)

1 yr (10%)
1-2 yrs (40%)
3-5 yrs (45%)
>5 yrs (5%)

Backpackers/Hostels

1 yr (1)
3-5 yrs (2)

1-2 yrs (3)
3-5 yrs (2)
>5 yrs (1)

1-2 yrs (2)
3-5 yrs (2)
>5 yrs (1)

1 yr (7%)
1-2 yrs (36%)
3-5 yrs (43%)
>5% (14%)

Local tour operators

1-2 yrs (1)
3-5 yrs (3)
>5 yrs (1)

3-5 yrs (2)
1-2 yrs (1)
>5 yrs (1)
1 yr (1)

>5 yrs (5)

1 yr (7%)
1-2 yrs (13%)
3-5 yrs (33%)
>5 yrs (47%)

Museums/Galleries

3-5 yrs (5)

Range…
1 yr (1)
1-2 yrs (1)
3-5 yrs (1)

3-5 yrs (2)

1 yr (12%)
1-2 yrs (10%)
3-5 yrs (80%)

1 yr (13%)
1-2 yrs (30%)
3-5 yrs (52%)
>5 yrs (5%)

1 yr (11%)
1-2 yrs (30%)
3-5 yrs (42%)
>5 yrs (11%)

1-2 yrs (12%)
3-5 yrs (47%)
>5 yrs (41%)

TOTAL (Columns)

The Burgess model recommends that businesses formulate (or at least finalise) their website strategy after
they have performed their SWOT analysis. Whilst the respondents were not asked when they formulated their
website, they were asked to discuss if they had a strategy and if so what it was (Table 8). Expectations of this
should be something like Stage 1 and possibly Stage 2 of the Rao, Metts and Monge (2003) model described
earlier, where a brochure type website is set up with some interaction with outside parties (such as customers).
These results were not surprising. The majority of the SMTEs used the website as a basic brochure site – to
provide information. A typical comment was that: ‘The website is basically to increase customer awareness’.
Another respondent, the owner of an art gallery, stated that ‘The main purpose of establishing the website was to
inform people about up coming exhibitions and also to provide an online archive of each artist in the group’.
This understanding was echoed throughout the responses to this question, stating the need ‘to get information out
there.’ In short, most respondents considered their websites to be a useful source of information. In summary,
‘it’s convenient to tell clients to have a look at our website to view our [establishment] and there is a virtual tour
of the inside of it.’
A slightly lesser number (but still a majority) had set up the website as part of their promotional strategy, to
promote (or advertise) their business and thus attract more customers. It was not surprising that SMTEs
interested in providing information to customers would also value promotion. With respect to why they had the
website, as succinctly summarised by one respondent, ‘I finally realised that most people use the Internet’.
Another referred to the Internet as the ‘way of the future, I knew it was the way to go.’ Many of the respondents
firmly believed that ‘it is pretty obvious isn’t it? I guess it was something that was worth doing.’ There was little
appreciable difference in this response by business type, perhaps because, as one B&B operator pointed out, ‘It’s
good to have a website, you can refer potential clients to the website.’ This strongly paralleled the literature on
website adoption by SMEs.
Another line of reasoning by respondents was that of ‘keeping up with the times’; ‘it was something that had
to be done. I wanted to keep up to date’. This referred to keeping up with their competition and being on par or
ahead of their competitors. Other respondents answered slightly different, expressing the need to appear credible
and professional: ‘I feel the website gives my business credibility, that I am not a fly by night operator’, and ‘I
did it to gain credibility, to be professional’.
A very few SMTEs used the website for direct online payments from customers. This was not common
among the respondents, however, with many claiming they did not feel that is was secure; ‘online ordering or
payment isn’t good, I have my doubts because it's not safe. You read all the time where people get taken
advantage of.’
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Table 8: Responses to question: ‘Why did you establish it?’
SMTE

Class
Accommodation

Attraction

Rural
Bendigo

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

Bed and
Breakfast

Information (10)
Orders (8)
Competitors (3)
Promotion (7)

Information (5)
Promotion (5)

Promotion (3)
Information (2)
Orders (2)
Payment (2)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Information (3)
Promotion (3)
Payment (1)

Information (6)
Promotion (6)
Competitors (1)

Local tour
operators

Information (5)
Promotion (5)
Competitors (1)

Information (5)
Promotion (5)

Museums/
Galleries

Information (5)
Promotion (5)
Competitors (1)
Payment (1)
Information(39%)
Promotion (35%)
Orders (14%)
Competitors (9%)
Payment (3%)

Information (3)
Promotion (3)
Competitors (1)

Competitors (3)
Promotion (3)
Information (4)
Orders (2)
Payment (2)
Competitors (3)
Promotion(5)
Information (5)
Orders (3)
Payment (2)
Promotion (1)
Information (2)
Payment (1)

TOTAL (Columns)

Information(48%)
Promotion (48%)
Competitors (4%)

TOTAL
(Rows)
Information (36%)
Promotion (32%)
Orders (21%)
Payment (4%)
Competitors (7%)
Information (38%)
Competitors (12%)
Promotion (35%)
Orders (6%)
Payment (9%)
Information (38%)
Promotion (38%)
Competitors (11%)
Orders (8%)
Payment (5%)
Information (43%)
Promotion (39%)
Competitors (9%)
Payment (9%)

Information(29%)
Promotion (26%)
Orders (16%)
Payment (16%)
Competitors(13%)

Comments:
Sydney
Tour Organiser
•

‘The main purpose is to get in touch with more people locally and internationally.’

Backpacker/Hostels
•

‘To provide information for international customers.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
•

‘So people could get into contact with us.’

Art Gallery/Museum
•

‘I think a website is cheap advertising compared to traditional means like TV ads.’

Bendigo
Art Gallery/Museum
•

‘To enable candidates to download application forms.’

The main area of concern across the businesses was the cost of hosting a website, with more than 60% of the
businesses indicating that they had considered this (Table 9). A slightly lesser number also considered the cost of
developing the website. There was no real consistency across the other items that were considered. Some
businesses indicated that they had considered the time and effort needed to research setting up the site and a
small number indicated that they had considered the labour necessary to set up the site and/or maintain it. In the
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main, however these considerations only came after the website has been set up. As noted by one respondent: ‘I
never thought about the labour hours that would be needed to maintain the website’, while another stated that:
‘putting up a website was necessary at the time so I didn’t think much about the cost…We didn’t know what it
would entail at the beginning, so we didn’t really think about factors such as labour hours for setting up and
maintenance’.

In summary, a significant percentage of small businesses considered the cost of hosting and developing the
website, while a much smaller proportion of businesses looked beyond this. A number of respondents felt that
what ever the cost, it was necessary for their business to have a website presence: ‘I didn’t consider cost, it was a
‘must have’. It was necessary, a prime advertising tool.’ Moreover, many were provided with ‘package’ quotes
covering most if not all of the items listed in Table 9. And in the end, as one respondent sighed, ‘we just wore
the cost because it had to be done’ because as another stated, ‘there is a public expectation that a business will
have a website.’
Many of the answers provided here were consistent with the earlier responses. A number of businesses did
not really consider these items separately as they had arranged the ‘whole package’ through a consultant or
family member. Again, the lack of consideration given to the different aspects entailed in setting up and
maintaining a website was clear in these responses. A few of the respondents were ICT savvy. One responded
explained that the owners of a backpacker/hostel establishment had come from the computer industry and
therefore ‘we knew what to expect.’ There were little appreciable differences between region and business type.
Table 9: Responses to question: ‘Did you consider the following when setting up your website: …*
Class
Accommodation

SMTE
Bed and
Breakfast

Backpackers/
Hostels

Attraction

Local tour
operators

Museums/
Galleries

TOTAL (Columns)

Rural
Bendigo
Hosting (7)
Developing (5)
Research inf (1)
Set up (1)
Maintain (2)
Hosting (2)
Developing (2)
Research inf (2)
Time (1)
Set up (1)
Maintain (1)
Developing (4)
Hosting (3)
Research (1)
Time (1)
Set up (1)
Maintain (1)
Hosting (4)
Set up (4)
Developing (3)
Research (1)
Time (2)
Maintain (1)
Hosting (61%)
Developing (61%)
Set up (30%)
Research (9%)
Research inf
(13%)
Time (17%)
Maintain (22%)

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

Developing (4)
Hosting (2)

Developing (3)
Research (2)
Hosting (3)

Hosting (5)
Set up (4)
Developing (3)
Time (1)
Research 1)
Maintain (2)

Hosting (3)
Developing (3)
Maintain (3)
Time (1)
Set up (2)

Hosting (5)
Developing (5)
Research (1)
Time (1)
Set up (1)
Maintain (1)
Hosting (1)
Set up (1)
Developing (1)
Research (1)
Time (1)
Maintain (1)
Hosting (68%)
Developing
(68%)
Set up (32%)
Research (16%)
Time (16%)
Maintain (21%)

Hosting (4)
Developing (3)
Maintain (2)
Set up (1)

Hosting (1)
Developing(1)
Maintain (1)

TOTAL
(Rows)
Hosting (60%)
Developing (60%)
Research inf (5%)
Set up (5%)
Maintain (10%)
Hosting (71%)
Developing (57%)
Set up (50%)
Maintain (43%)
Research (7%)
Research inf (7%)
Time (21%)
Hosting (80%)
Developing (80%)
Research (13%)
Time (13%)
Set up (20%)
Maintain (27%)
Hosting (60%)
Set up (50%)
Developing (50%)
Research (20%)
Time (30%)
Maintain (30%)

Hosting (65%)
Developing
(59%)
Set up (18%)
Research (12%)
Time (6%)
Maintain (55%)

* cost of hosting, cost of developing, cost of researching information to place on the site, time take for research, labour hours required to
set the site up, and labour hours required for site maintenance?’
# ‘Research inf’ refers to cost of researching information to place on the site and ‘research’ refers to time it takes for research to be
completed and as such is a time issue.
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Comments:
Sydney
Bed and Breakfast
•

‘The package quote including everything.’

Art Gallery/Museum
•
•

‘The consultant provided package cost.’
‘It cost only a few hundred of dollars to maintain it, that’s not that much’.

Tour Organiser
•

‘A friend constructed the whole website and then gave me a price.’

Backpackers/Hostels
•

‘The cost of developing ranged from $5,000 to $12,000.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
•

‘Initially I had not considered labour hours needed to maintain site.’

Tour Organiser
•
•

‘I did it after a cost analysis decided it was feasible.’
‘I was careful with the hosting company; I was concerned the cheaper they are they less service you
receive.’

Backpackers/Hostels
•

‘The cost of developing the site and maintaining it, and the other things, is not an issue – it is done
during work hours.’

Bendigo
Bed and Breakfast
•

‘The cost blew out beyond expectation. I had no idea how demanding it would be. I went for the
middle quote.’

In relation to how the businesses fitted the Burgess model described earlier, one important factor was where
businesses sought their advice. As indicated earlier, small businesses often rely on their informal networks
(family, friends, and so forth) as a source of advice (Table 10). In the case of the SMTEs in this study, the
number of businesses that used a consultant to advise them on their website was surprising. As one Sydney tour
operator stated:
‘There was a speculation from the general press that everything was going to be online during the late 1990s.
Everyone was in a panic to be online and have their own website so I found a website developer to create my
own’.

The cost of consultants, however, was an important consideration for a number of the respondents. One
owner/operator who had his website built within Citysearch said:
‘I did this because of the lack of technical expertise and funds. This seemed like the most effective way to do
it. But the website is limited by the numbe ofr pages and design options, and I have to pay if making more than
four changes a month’.

There were variations between businesses seeking consultants and between rural and urban regions.
Consultant’s advice was sought more often in the urban than rural regions. This was not surprising given that the
majority of ICT consultants reside in urban areas, as well as the number of universities with IT students.
Interestingly, more B&B establishments and museums/galleries used consultants than did backpacker/hostels
and local tour operators (which had the lowest usage at only 33%). A few built and maintained their websites
themselves (three had taken a course and another used ‘how to’ books), while the others relied on friends,
relatives, associates and volunteers. Still others were fortunate that the business had an existing website when
they bought their business: ‘The website existed already and I previously used to build websites so we did not
have to change anything, just maintain it.’ Of course a number of SMTEs sought advice from several sources.
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Table 10: Responses to question: ‘Did you rely on advice? If yes, what was the source of that advice?’
Class
Accommodation

Attraction

SMTE

Rural
Bendigo

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

TOTAL
(Rows)

Bed and
Breakfast

Yes (10)
Consultant (7)
Friends (4)
Books (2)
Relative (1)

Yes (5)
Consultant (5)

Yes (3)
Consultant (2)
Relatives (1)

Yes (43%)
Consultant (78%)
(n=18)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Yes (2)
Consultant (2)
Friends (1)
Associate (1)

Yes (4)
Employee (1)
Course (1)

Yes (3)
Friends (3)
Relative (1)
Consultant (1)
Course (1)

Yes (43%)
Consultant (33%)
(n=9)

Local tour
operators

Yes (5)
Consultant (3)
Friend (1)
Relative (1)
Associate (1)

Yes (4)
Consultant (4)

Yes (5)
Consultant (4)
Friend (1)

Yes (49%)
Consultant (79%)
(n=14)

Museums/
Galleries

Yes (5)
Friends (2)
Associate (1)
Consultant (1)
Course (1)

Yes (2)
Consultant (2)
Friend (1)

Yes (1)
Relatives (1)
Consultant (1)

Yes (44%)
Consultant (50%)
(n=8)

Yes (59%)
Consultant
(59%) (n=22)

Yes (73%)
Consultant
(73%) (n=15)

Yes (71%)
Consultant
(67%) (n=12)

(N=49)

TOTAL (Columns)

Comments:
Sydney
Backpacker/hostels
• Two respondents answered that they did not rely on others when setting up their Website.
Art Gallery/Museum
• One group all had computer background (ICT at the University of New South Wales) so they set up
the Website themselves.
Tour Organiser
• “We are still using the company [consultants] that originally set up our Website.”
Backpacker/hostels
• Two participants did not rely on others when setting up their Website.
Melbourne
B and B
• “My original my Website was built by my nephew (IT student), after him we hired a consultant.”
• “We use La Trobe university student to make Website more presentable.”
Tour organiser
• “I also went to conferences to get ideas for my Website.”
Backpacker/hostel
• “One have an IT background and understand the technical side of things, how to access freeware,
tips, etc.”
Bendigo
B and B
• “I used a colleague who is a computer buff.”
Art gallery/Museum
• “We had a volunteer who had IT experience.”
• “We looked at other museum Websites in US, England and Europe.”
Tour organiser
• “We used an employee of one of our Board members.”
• “I viewed other sites for ideas.”
Backpacker/hostel
• “Our site was designed by owners but built by a consultant.”
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What was important here were the various types of advice SMTEs sought, with most seeking advice at
various stages of website implementation and with most seeking advice for more than one stage (Table 11).
Interestingly, advice was most commonly sought at the website implementation and maintenance stages,
followed by adoption. This concurred with the models addressed earlier, that advice was important especially at
these stages of website development. Seeking advice, however, was not always part of a long-term business plan
as was expressed by one Tour organiser:
‘The owner made the decision to build a website. He didn’t know how to get one so he looked at websites of
other travel industry for ideas. Through advertisements in one of the websites he found his website developer’

Oddly, even fewer had thought about evaluating the website. Some of the respondents hired a consultant for
everything:
‘The consultant already had an idea of how much it would cost to set up the website and a timeframe for the
setting up of the website. He also provided me a quote on the whole package’

Still, the need to hold business costs down was apparent in many of the interviews and IT was considered by
many to be an overhead that could be minimized. In the words on one respondent:
‘I decided on the basic features and the website designer created the website with that in mind [the respondent
worked with the designer]. A quote of the cost was given to me and was less expensive than professional
advice’

Another, in an effort to hold down costs, stated that ‘I would like to learn how to maintain the website
myself.’ Two respondents said that if they had to have paid a consultant they would not have a website today as
a consultant was ‘just too expensive.’ Lastly, some respondents with sufficient ICT training did each stage
themselves.
There was little difference by region although more urban SMTEs employed a consultant at the adoption
stage than the rural area. In terms of business type, the SMTEs expressed similar concerns with the exception of
the B&B's who sparingly used a consultant at the adoption stage.
Table 11: Responses to question: ‘If you used a consultant, at which stage of the development of the website?’
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)**
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction

Bed and
Breakfast

Implement (10)
Maintain* (10)
Evaluate (2)

Implement (5)
Maintain (5)
Promotion (1)

Adoption (2)
Implement (1)
Maintain (1)
Promotion (1)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Implement (2)
Maintain (2)

Adopt (3)
Implement (3)
Maintain (3)

Adopt (2)
Implement (3)
Maintain (3)
Evaluation (1)
Promotion (1)

Local tour
operators

Adopt (4)
Implement (4)
Maintain (1)
Evaluate (1)
Promotion (2)

Adopt (4)
Implement (4)
Maintain (4)
Promotion (1)

Adoption (2)
Implement (4)
Maintain (4)
Promotion (2)

Museums/
Galleries

Adoption (1)
Implement (2)
Maintain (3)

Adopt (1)
Implement (1)
Maintain (1)

Adoption (1)
Implement (1)
Maintain (1)

Adoption (11%)
Implement (41%)
Maintain (36%)
Evaluate (7%)
Promotion (5%)
(n=44)

Adoption (21%)
Implement
(37%)
Maintain (37%)
Promotion (5%)
(n=36)

Adoption (23%)
Implement
(30%)
Maintain (30%)
Evaluate (3%)
Promotion
(13%)
(n=30)

TOTAL (Columns)**

Adoption (5%)
Implement (42%)
Maintain (42%)
Evaluate (6%)
Promotion (5)
(n=38)
Adoption (22%)
Implement (35%)
Maintain (35%)
Evaluate (4%)
Promotion (4%)
(n=23)
Adoption (27%)
Implement (32%)
Maintain (24%)
Evaluate (3%)
Promotion (14%)
(n=37)
Adoption (25%)
Implement (33%)
Maintain (42%)
(n=12)

(N=110)

* ‘Maintain’ refers to the maintenance of the website.
** Column and row percentages are based on the total number of advice given at a particular stage divided by the total
number of advice given for all stages. For example, in the Bendigo column, all the advice given equals 44 with 18 SMTEs
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receiving advice at the implementation stage for 41% (18/44). In the B&B row, 38 types of advice given in the various
stages, with 16 types of advice given for the implantation stage or 42% (16/38).

The majority of the businesses used a consultant outside the business rather than someone from an informal
network (Table 12). This was somewhat surprising and contrary to what should have been expected according to
the literature. Throughout the responses there was a sprinkling of the expected results, such as ‘IT savvy’
nephews or other family members offering advice on and/or developing the website. Many also indicated that
they used expertise from ‘elsewhere’ such as friends or volunteers.
Table 12: Responses to question: ‘If yes, was the consultant from an outside business, relative, friend
or volunteer?’
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction

Bed and
Breakfast

Outside bus* (9)
Friend (1)

Outside bus. (5)

Outside bus (4)
Relative (1)

Outside bus (90%)
Relative (5%)
Friend (5%)
(n=20)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Outside bus (2)

Outside bus (3)

Outside bus (2)
Friend (1)

Outside bus (88%)
Friend (12%)
(n=8)

Local tour
operators

Outside bus (3)
Volunteer (1)

Outside bus (4)

Friend (3)

Outside bus (67%)
Friend (25%)
Volunteer (8%)
(n=12)

Museums/
Galleries

Friend (2)

Outside bus (2)

Outside bus (1)

Outside bus (60%)
Friend (40)%
(n=5)

Outside bus (77%)
Friend (17%)
Volunteer (6%)
(n=18)

Outside bus
(100%)
(n=14)

Outside bus
(61%)
Friend (32%)
Relative (7%)
(n=13)

TOTAL (Columns)

(N=45)

* Outside bus refers to outside the business.

The Burgess model suggests that businesses should perform a type of SWOT analysis before setting up their
website. We asked them if they considered the following when setting up their website:
• The technical expertise of the employees (including the owner)
• The time involved in setting up the website
• The equipment needed
• How much it would cost
Table 13 shows the results. Responses to this question were a little more perplexing. Around six out of 10
businesses examined cost before setting up the website. One SMTE owner/operator responded, ‘affordability
was and probably remains an issue.’ According to another respondent, ‘I am only allowed four free updates a
month, after that I must pay’ (this site was built within Citysearch). Another said that ‘I considered online
purchasing but it was beyond my budget.’
Time also presented an important consideration, with many not understanding how long it would take to set
up. A typical comment was ‘I didn’t have the expertise to know the time it would take, had I had most of the
equipment.’ In the course of the development of their websites, most came to realise the time element, as noted
by one respondent, ‘I constantly review the time needed to maintain site.’ Only a few businesses sought in the
beginning to investigate how long it would actually take to get the website up and running. Many noted during
the interviews that it took longer (in some instances, much longer) to get the website operational than they had
initially thought. In general, most respondents did not consider how much it would cost or the time required
developing it, although most were satisfied with the outcome; ‘it took more time than expected. I spent much
more than I thought I could afford although the return probably justified the expense.’
Under half of the business considered the skill level of employees and the equipment that would be
necessary. As indicated earlier, a number of the respondents chose to leave all of the development in the hands of
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external consultants, ‘It was more a matter of – can I do it myself, can one of my employees do it, or should I
just pay someone.’ Moreover, most understood the importance of using infrastructure that had already been set
up (for example, web portals offering hosting services). Using existing infrastructure helped reduce the cost of
website development. Some of the respondents even considered the opportunity costs of developing a website
themselves such as one local tour SMTE; ‘I would much rather pay someone to build the site so I could
concentrate on running business.’
There were a few interesting differences. Rural SMTEs appeared more concerned than urban SMTEs in the
technical expertise of their employees, perhaps due to a higher cost of consultants. Attraction businesses were
also more concerned with their employees ICT skills that accommodation businesses (except in Bendigo where
this concern was shared by many of the B&B establishments).
Table 13: Responses to question: ‘Before implementing the website, did you examine the technical expertise of
the employees (including the owner), the time involved, equipment needed or how much it would cost
(internal)?’
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction

Bed and
Breakfast

Cost (6)
Emp skills* (5)
Equipment (4)
Time (3)

Cost (3)
Time (3)
Emp skills (2)

Cost (1)

Cost (50%)
Time (30%)
Emp skills (35%)
Equipment (13%)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Cost (2)
Equipment (2)
Emp skills (1)

Cost (4)
Time (3)
Emp skills (2)

Cost (4)
Equipment (2)
Time (1)
Emp skills (1)

Cost (72%)
Time (29%)
Emp skills (29%)
Equipment (29%)

Local tour
operators

Cost (4)
Equipment (4)
Time (1)
Emp skills (2)

Cost (5)
Emp skills (4)
Time (2)
Equipment (1)

Cost (3)
Emp skills (2)
Time (1)
Equipment (1)

Cost (80%)
Time (40%)
Emp skills (53%)
Equipment (40%)

Museums/
Galleries

Emp skills (4)
Time (3)
Equipment (3)
Cost (3)

Time (2))
Emp skills (2)
Equipment (1)
Cost (1)

Time (1)

Cost (40%)
Time (50%)
Emp skills (60%)
Equipment (40%

Cost (65%)
Time (31%)
Emp skills (48%)
Equipment (48%)

Cost (69%)
Time (53%)
Emp skills (58%)
Equipment
(11%)

Cost (47%)
Time (18%)
Emp skills
(18%)
Equipment
(17%)

TOTAL (Columns)

* ‘Emp skills’ refers to employee skills (including the owner) or technical expertise.

Businesses were asked whether they examined specifically what their customers wanted from the website,
and what their competitors were doing on their websites (external factors). Table 14 shows the results of this
question. The majority of businesses considered what their customers wanted from their websites (most,
however only had a very general idea). A smaller number actually looked to see what their competitors were
doing on their websites.
Again, there were differences between the rural and urban areas here. Seven out of the ten rural businesses
examined their competitors’ websites. Only four out of ten businesses in rural areas did the same thing. This
could be reflected in closeness of the rural community and a general awareness of what competitors are doing
with their businesses.
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Table14: Responses to question: ‘What did you examine in advance; specifically who your customers are and
what they might want from the website, and what your competitors are doing (external)?’
Class

SMTE

Accommodation

Attraction

Rural
Bendigo

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

TOTAL
(Rows)

Bed and
Breakfast

Customers (9)
Competitors (5)

Customers (2)
Competitors (5)

Customers (1)
Competitors (1)

Customers (60%)
Competitors (55%)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Customers (3)
Competitors (4)

Customers (6)
Competitors (2)

Customers (4)
Competitors (3)

Customers (93%)
Competitors (64%)

Local tour
operators

Customers (4)
Competitors (4)

Customers (5)
Competitors (2)

Customers (3)
Competitors (4)

Customers (80%)
Competitors (67%)

Museums/
Galleries

Customers (4)
Competitors (3)

Customers (1)
Competitor (2)

Customers (2)

Customers (70%)
Competitors (50%)

Customers (87%)
Competitors
(70%)

Customers (74%)
Competitors
(58%)

Customers (59%)
Competitors
(47%)

TOTAL (Columns)

Comments:
Sydney
Tour Organiser
•

“My customers are mostly professional people and they would have access to computers and want
to work through a Website”.

Melbourne
B and B
•

“Initially I did not consider customers, but I do now.”

Art gallery/Museum
•

“I believe customers want a Website that is basic and easy to use.”

Tour organiser
•

“We constantly perform ‘active research’ through feedback to improve the Website based on
customer needs.”

Backpacker/hostel/Caravan Park
•

“Yes, customers want site in German and Spanish.”

Bendigo
B and B
•

“Of course we consider what customers want.”

Website Operation
According to the business models discussed earlier in the literature, an important element in hosting a website
was the frequency with which websites were updated. Overall, more than half of the urban websites were
updated either monthly or six monthly as opposed to the rural region where websites were updated annually or
when major changes needed to be undertaken (Table 15). In terms of business type, attraction establishments
update their websites at shorter intervals than the accommodation establishments. According to one attraction
business, ‘updating varies from once every week to once every few months. When there are new rates we update
it. We are planning to create a totally new website in 2005 for the purposes of change in image and just to make
a change.’ On the other hand, common responses from accommodation business were ‘twice in five years’ and
‘only when we need to and that is not very often.’
Interestingly, a number of owner/operators that were interviewed said that they would like to learn to update
their websites themselves. Some already were taking responsibility for making changes but did refer to a
consultant when making complex changes to their website. In the words of one owner/operator, ‘I maintain the
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website myself whenever possible but when there are problems that I cannot handle myself, I have a webmaster
who can give me support.’ Of course cost was an important factor for some. As one responded noted:
‘I must be careful not to make too many changes a month due to costs involved with Citysearch site. There is
only 4 free changes a month. There are also page limitations’

Overall, the upgrading of the website appeared to be problematic for many of the SMTEs, especially when
considered in light of their commitment to their customers (also see Table 14). This also revealed that SMTEs,
though committed to their customers’ satisfaction, probably had limited substantive information on what they
actually wanted or how they used the Internet.
Table 15: Responses to question: ‘How often do you update the website?’
Class
Accommodation

SMTE

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

Annually (4)
Major change
(4)
6 monthly (1)
Never (1)
6 monthly (1)
Annually (1)
Never (1)

6 monthly (3)
Annually (1)
Major changes
(1)

6 monthly (2)
Monthly (1)
Annually (1)
Never (1)

Monthly (2)
Weekly (1)
Quarterly (1)
6 monthly (1)
Major changes
(1)

6 monthly (3)
Continually (1)
After 1 -2 wks (1)

Local tour
operators

Continually (1)
Weekly (1)
Monthly (1)
6 monthly (1)
Major change
(1)

Continually (1)
Monthly (1)
Quarterly (1)
Annually (1)
Never (1)

Continually (1)
Monthly (2)
Quarterly (1)
Major change (1)

Museums/
Galleries

Major change
(2)
Monthly (2)
Quarterly (1)

Weekly (1)
Monthly (2)
Quarterly (1)

Continually (1)
Monthly (1)

Continually
(4%)
Weekly (4%)
Monthly (14%)
Quarterly (4%)
6 monthly (14%)
Annually (22%)
Major change
(30%)
Never (8%)

Continually
(5%)
Weekly (10%)
Monthly (25%)
Quarterly (15%)
6 monthly
(20%)
Annually (10%)
Major change
(10%)

Continually(18%)
After 1-2 wks
(6%)
Monthly (24%)
Quarterly (6%)
6 monthly (30%)
Annually (6%)
Major change
(6%)
Never (6%)

Bed and
Breakfast

Backpackers/
Hostels

Attraction

Rural
Bendigo

TOTAL (Columns)

TOTAL
(Rows)
Monthly (5%)
6 monthly (30%)
Major change (25%)
Annually (30%)
Never (10%)
Continually (7%)
Weekly (7%)
After 1-2 wks (7%)
Monthly (14%)
Quarterly (7%)
6 monthly (36%)
Major change (7%)
Annually (7%)
Never (7%)
Continually (20%)
Weekly (7%)
Monthly (26%)
Quarterly (13%)
6 monthly (7%)
Annually (7%)
Major change (13%)
Never (7%)
Continually (10%)
Weekly (10%)
Monthly (50%)
Quarterly (20%)
Major change (20%)
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Comments:
Sydney
Tour Organiser
• ‘The website was not updated often enough in first year but increasingly we are doing the alterations
ourselves.’
Backpacker/Hostels
• ‘We update our own website when there are changes on external websites.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘Bi-yearly, or when necessary.’
• ‘Twice in 5 years.’
Backpacker/Hostel/Caravan Park
• ‘The site was set up and left with only minor changes made occasionally.’

Bendigo
Tour Organiser
•
‘Not often enough, not much in first year but we can do it ourselves now so it is more often.’
Backpacker/Hostel/Caravan Park
•
‘Changes are made when changes happen.’
To obtain a better idea of the frequency of website updating respondents were further asked when the last
time was that their website had been updated. The responses here were somewhat at odds with their previous
responses, in part because updating here was in ‘real time’ (when exactly) rather than posed more hypothetically
(more like when ought it be updated). According to Table 16, there were negligible variations in rural and urban
differences in when websites were last updated. As with Table 15, the comments here noted that changes were
primarily undertaken when changes occurred such as a change in prices, upcoming events, special packages, new
photographs and so on. Of course too, the owner/operators may not have been aware of the actual frequency of
updating if they are not doing it themselves; instead they only had a general impression of the regularity of
updating. What this suggested was that owner/operators were not always closely involved in the day to day
operation of their websites, at least in terms of the technical side of the website.
Table 16: Responses to question: ‘How long ago since you last changed the website?’
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction
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Bed and
Breakfast

7-30 days (2)
90 days-1yr (4)
30- 90 days (1)
Never (3)

< 7 days (1)
30- 90 days (2)
90 days – 1 yr
(1)
Never (1)

7-30 days (1)
30- 90 days (1)
90 days-1 yr (2)
Never (1)

Backpackers/
Hostels

7-30 days (1)
90 days-1yr (1)
Never (1)

< 7 days (1)
7-30 days (2)
30- 90 days (1)
90 days-1 yr (1)

Local tour
operators

7-30 days (2)
90 days-1yr (3)

< 7 days (1)
7-30 days (2)
30-90 days (1)
90 days – 1 yr
(1)
Never (1)
< 7 days (2)
30-90 days (1)
90 days – 1 yr
(1)
Never (1)

Museums/
Galleries

< 7 days (1)
7-30 days (1)
30-90 days (1)
90 days-1yr (1)
Never (1)

7-30 days (3)

< 7 days (1)
> 1 year (1)

< 7 days (2)
7-30 days (2)
30- 90 days (1)

< 7 days (5%)
7-30 days (15%)
30- 90 days (20%)
90 days-1 yr
(35%)
Never (25%)
< 7 days (14%)
7-30 days (36%)
30- 90 days (14%)
90 days-1 yr
(22%)
Never (14%)
< 7 days (27%)
7-30 days (27%)
30- 90 days (14%)
90 days–1 yr
(27%)
Never (7%)
< 7 days (20%)
7-30 days (40%)
30- 90 days (10%)
90 days-1 yr
(10%)
> 1 year (10%)
Never (10%)
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TOTAL (Columns)

< 7 days (4%)
7-30 days (26%)
30-90 days (9%)
90 days-1yr
(39%)
Never (22%)

< 7 days (21%)
7-30 days (26%)
30-90 days
(21%)
90 days– yr
(16%)
Never (16%)

< 7 days (28%)
7-30 days (24%)
30- 90 days
(18%)
90 days-1 yr
(18%)
> 1 year (6%)
Never (6%)

Owner/operators not being involved in the technical operation of their websites such as updating were borne
out by the data in Table 17. When asked who made the changes the majority of responses indicated a consultant,
employee, student, volunteer or friend. For many owner/operators, having someone else update the website was
a matter of convenience. As one respondent explained:
‘I use a consultant because of the physical proximity of the consultancy firm, I can ask the consultant to do
updating for me, even for weekly rate changes. I have no time and I have a limited background in IT so the
work has always been done by the original consultancy firm’

Owner/operators updating their own websites were highest in Sydney (41%) and among backpacker/hostel
establishments (54%) and museums/galleries (50%).
Table 17: Responses to question: ‘Who made the changes to the website?’

Class

SMTE

Rural
Bendigo

Accommodation

Attraction

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

Bed and
Breakfast

Owner/operator*
(2)
Consultant (6)

Consultant (5)

Owner/op (1)
Consultant (3)
Employee (1)

Backpackers/
Hostels

Owner/op (1)
Consultant (1)

Owner/op (3)
Consultant (2)
Employee (1)

Owner/op (3)
Consultant (1)
Student (1)

Local tour
operators

Consultant (3)
Volunteer (2)

Owner/op (1)
Consultant (3)

Owner/op (2)
Consultant (2)
Friend (1)

Museums/
Galleries

Owner/op (3)
Consultant (2)

Owner/op (1)
Employee (1)
Consultant (1)

Owner/op (1)
Consultant (1)

Owner/op (30%)
Consultant
(60%)
Volunteer (10%)
(n=20)

Owner/op (28%)
Consultant
(61%)
Employee (11%)
(n=18)

Owner/op (41%)
Consultant (41%)
Student (6%)
Friend (6%)
Employee (6%)
(n= 17)

TOTAL (Columns)

TOTAL
(Rows)
Owner/op (17%)
Consultant (77%)
Employee (6%)
(n=18)
Owner/op (54%)
Consultant (30%)
Student (8%)
Employee (8%)
(n=13)
Owner/op (22%)
Consultant (57%)
Friend (7%)
Volunteer (14%)
(n=14)
Owner/op (50%)
Consultant (40%)
Employee (10%)
(n=10)

(N=55)

* ‘Owner/op’ refers to owner/operator.

The percentage of SMTEs whose sites had links to external websites was relatively high, with the exception
of B&B establishments in Bendigo and Melbourne (Table 18). Local tour operators in Melbourne also had fewer
external links than average. According to one respondent in this category, ‘I was concerned that visitors will
leave my website and find a better one.’ Other owner/operators simply did not know how to create external links.
Still other respondents were still considering whether to do so in the future.
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Table 18: Do you have links to external websites on your site? [YES responses]
Rural
Urban
Class
SMTE
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation
Bed and Breakfast
30%
40%
60%
Backpackers/ Hostels
100%
83%
80%
Attraction
Local tour operators
100%
40%
80%
Museums/ Galleries
100%
67%
50%
70%
58%
71%
TOTAL (Columns)

TOTAL
(Rows)
40%
86%
73%
80%

Surprisingly, many of the SMTEs with external links never checked to determine if the links remained valid
(Table 19). This provided as an area of concern, especially where (potential) customers were concerned.
According to Davidson and Yu (2004), it is very frustrating for browsers to ‘hit’ dead links when trying to
arrange their tourism experience over the Internet. According to the Burgess model, checking for dead links
should have been part of normal website maintenance. The percentage of SMTEs that never checked external
links was very high in Bendigo and Melbourne, as well as among B&B's and museums/galleries, although
backpackers/hostels and local tour operators were also relatively negligent in checking for dead links.
Table 19: Responses to question: ‘How often do you check the external links to see if they are still valid?’
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation

Attraction

Bed and
Breakfast
Backpackers/
Hostels

Never (3)

Never (15)

Monthly (1)
Yearly (1)
Never (1)

Monthly (1)
Quarterly (1)
Never (4)

Local tour
operators

Monthly (1)
Quarterly (1)
Never (3)

Quarterly (1)
Never (4)

1-2 weeks (1)
Monthly (1)
Quarterly (1)
Unsure (2)

Museums/
Galleries

Monthly (2)
Never (3)

Never (3)

Annually (1)
Unsure (1)

Monthly (25%)
Quarterly (6%)
Yearly (6%)
Never (63%)

Monthly (5%)
Quarterly
(11%)
Never (84%)

1-2 weeks (12%)
Monthly (6%)
Quarterly (6)
Yearly (6%)
Unsure (47%)
Never (23%)

TOTAL (Columns)

Never (2)
Unsure (3)
1-2 weeks (1)
Never (2)
Unsure (2)

Unsure (23%)
Never (77%)
1-2 weeks (8%)
Monthly (14%)
Quarterly (7%)
Yearly (7%)
Unsure (14%)
Never (50%)
1-2 weeks (7%)
Monthly (13%)
Quarterly (20%)
Unsure (13%)
Never (47%)
Monthly (20%)
Yearly (10%)
Unsure (10%)
Never (60%)

Website and SMTE Staff
Responses also varied considerably when respondents were asked if they or their employees ever had any
computer training (Table 20). Seventy percent of the staff in B&B establishments and museums/galleries had
computer training while in the other two businesses less than half of the staff did. Melbourne staff (42%) had
less training than Bendigo (65%) and Sydney (71%).
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Table 20: Responses to question: ‘Have you or your employees ever had any computer training?’
(YES responses)
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation
Bed and Breakfast
70%
80%
60%
70%
Backpackers/ Hostels
33%
32%
80%
47%
Attraction
Local tour operators
60%
20%
60%
47%
Museums/ Galleries
80%
33%
100%
70%
65%
42%
71%
TOTAL (Columns)

Even fewer staff had any training in the use of the Internet (Table 21). There were variations, however. Half
of the staff in backpackers/hostels had some training in the use of the Internet. Regionally staff training was also
higher in the urban areas than in rural. This is not unusual as ICT training is more readily available in cities.
According to one museum/gallery owner/operator, ‘all of us had extensive training during our university years.’
Some of the owner/operators were considering staff training in the future in both the use of a computer and
Internet.
Table 21: Responses to question: ‘Have you or your employees had any training in the use of the
Internet?’ (YES responses)
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation
Bed and Breakfast
20%
80%
20%
35%
Backpackers/ Hostels
33%
32%
80%
50%
Attraction
Local tour operators
20%
20%
20%
20%
Museums/ Galleries
20%
33%
50%
30%
22%
42%
41%
TOTAL (Columns)

Most of the respondents also agreed that they or their staff would benefit from further training, especially in
Bendigo (Table 22). What this revealed is that owner/operators in Bendigo were concerned about the lack of
training in computers and the Internet. Attraction businesses also felt, more than accommodation establishments,
that staff would benefit from further training. Whether this will happen was questionable, at least for the
owner/operators. As stated by one respondent (B&B), ‘it would be nice to update information myself rather than
going to the consultant every time. But I don’t want to become a computer expert. I want to live my life easy.’
Another (backpacker/hostel) commented:
‘I am quite comfortable with my own knowledge. I run a small business and the maintenance work is
outsourced, I don’t really need such advanced computer skills to run the business. It would take more time
than it is worth to me, and then I have to ask myself why’

In general, many responded that they ‘cannot do everything’ and consequently had little interest in training.
Table 22: Responses to question: ‘Would you or any of your employees benefit from any further
training?’ (YES responses)
Rural
Urban
TOTAL
Class
SMTE
(Rows)
Bendigo
Melbourne
Sydney
Accommodation
Bed and Breakfast
90%
20%
20%
55%
Backpackers/ Hostels
33%
67%
80%
54%
Attraction
Local tour operators
100%
40%
40%
60%
Museums/ Galleries
60%
67%
100%
70%
78%
47%
59%
TOTAL (Columns)
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Comments:
Sydney
Tour Organiser
•
•

‘I am not sure what other training would be appropriate.’
‘The nature of the business does not require our instructors to have computer knowledge.’

Backpacker
•

‘There is always something to learn.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
•
•

‘I would like to learn how and reduce need for consultant.
‘No, better off paying someone that knows how to do it, and focus on running the B&B.’

Tour Organiser
•

‘I can’t do everything; I must use other people for the website.’

Backpackers/Hostels
•

‘I only trained my staff on programs they use.’

The majority of the respondents also considered if the use of the Internet had made their employees more
efficient in their work (Table 23). Online bookings, for example, were an area noted by many respondents as a
source of efficiency. A B&B owner/operator claimed that ‘70% of my bookings are made through the Internet, it
is much quicker than when it was by phone and it frees up my employees so they can do other things.’ Not only
did some respondents consider the increase in staff efficiency (as measured by time), many also considered
general business efficiency:
‘Print advertisement is limited in life, even when you advertise in glossy magazine they only stay in the shelf
at the maximum of a month. With the website, it is permanent life advertisement. A lot of people can get
information anywhere any time. Before we had the website there would be a lot of phone enquires about
general information on the island and we would spend lots of time just answering general questions. It has
reduced cost in postage and printed materials’.

Only Sydney B&B's thought that the Internet did not make employees more efficient; ‘things worked better
in the old days. I preferred to have an agency that organised everything which ensured certainty of bookings.’
Still another noted that the Internet ‘makes staff ineffective, they surf and play.’ Others missed the ‘human’
touch with many commenting that ‘the phone is more personal’.
Most of the respondents were not concerned with their employees having access to the Internet at work. As
stated by one respondent:
‘We are only a small office and everyone have access to each others work email, in case some one needs to
follow up a case and etc. We have not had much trouble because all the staff have been good and they know
work is work’.

A few did, however, comment that their staff ‘sometimes abused the Internet by downloading inappropriate
personal contents, too much personal emailing or in some chat room.’
Table 23: Responses to question: ‘Do you think that use of the Internet has made your employees more
effective (including the owner)?’ (YES responses)

Class
Accommodation
Attraction

Bendigo

Melbourne

Sydney

TOTAL
(Rows)

Bed and Breakfast

80%

100%

20%

70%

Backpackers/ Hostels

66%

64%

80%

77%

Local tour operators

80%

100%

100%

93%

Museums/ Galleries

80%

100%

100%

90%

78%

89%

88%

SMTE

TOTAL (Columns)

32

Rural

Urban
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Comments
Sydney
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘The use of the Internet saves a lot of time.’
• ‘Easy access to information but it can be time consuming as well.’
Art Gallery/Museum
• ‘Efficiency and saves time.’
• ‘A convenient way to communicate and provide information.’
Tour Organiser
• ‘Employees don’t have to leave the desk for banking, research etc.’
• ‘It saves so much time to research and look things up. It really does cut down work time.’
Backpackers/Hostels
• ‘The majority of the bookings are made from the Internet.’
• ‘It is much more convenient and less time consuming to get information off the Internet.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘Would take much longer to do things manually.’
Art Gallery/Museum
• ‘Increased traffic through store, allowed emailing lists invitations.’
Tour Organiser
• ‘Business wouldn’t exist without website.’
Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
• ‘Don’t have to work as hard, can work (remotely) from home.’
• ‘Myself no, the business yes.’

Bendigo
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘More knowledgeable, more efficient and practice makes perfect.’
• ‘Banking, faster direct contact-response time.’
Art Gallery/Museum
• ‘Now my staff is more in tune with new information.’
• ‘Because communication is a lot quicker. There is no time delay. ‘
Tour Organiser
• ‘Hasn’t changed anything much.’
• ‘More effective in areas of Internet banking, Yellow pages, research.’
Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
• ‘Cost saving re phone, stamps etc and time effective.’
• ‘Takes more time in front of a computer than what it is worth.’

Website Promotion and Measuring Success
Many of the answers provided on website promotion and measuring success were consistent with the earlier
responses. A number of businesses did not really consider website issues or stages separately as they had
arranged the ‘whole package’ through a consultant or family member. Again, the lack of consideration given to
the different aspects was clear in the responses. When asked how they promoted their websites, most
respondents listed several methods that they used. Table 24 shows the most commonly listed methods and
techniques. Generally the most popular methods were putting the URL on letterhead or in company brochures.
Some businesses made a point of having dedicated URLS rather than ones with a subdomain.7 Some businesses
used search engines, but many commented that they were now too general, especially the accommodation sites.
7

For example, a dedicated URLS such as www.companyname.com.au rather a subdomain (such as
www.serviceprovidername.com/companyname)
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They tended to rely more on regional portals or dedication accommodation search engines rather than general
search engines. The number of strategies used by many of the small businesses did imply a level of
sophistication, at least in the ‘promotion’ area of the Burgess model. For example, one respondent recognised the
importance of building the appropriate metatags/keywords within their website to enable search engines to locate
them more effectively. They knew that insufficient keywords contained in their website might cause their
website to rank lower in the search results. The owner/operator explained that presentation and fancy artwork in
the website only played a minimal part and that success of the webpage largely depended on the meta-tags
keywords. Not all respondents, however, were that sophisticated. With regards to search engines another
respondent commented:
‘I could not work out how it worked, sometimes we were the first listings and then another day we would be in
the last few pages. With regards to domain name, in a recent ad on the Sun Herald the website was the first
line on the advertisement, the next line was the logo and the company name, then the contact details’.

Other SMTE owner/operators promoted primarily via the Internet; e.g. Yellow pages (they only had their
business advertised online or with online booking agents). The reliance on Internet can not be over emphasized.
In the words of one respondent:
‘We tend to rely more on the Internet for advertisement nowadays because it can reach a bigger market. In the
past we use to advertise on travel books but the backpackers market has changed. More people search for
information on the Internet than in travel books’.

Most too were aware of cost savings. For example, according to one respondent, ‘my online advertising
budget went from 50% to 5% of advertising budget.’ Nevertheless, there were emerging problems, notably with
intermediaries (i.e. eMediaries). One owner/operator (backpacker/hostel) had developed a negative view of the
Internet, believing that the industry had been ‘hijacked by Internet intermediaries that ask for 10% commission.
For instance if you do a search you would not find my business but would find intermediaries that would allow
you to book a room at my hostel for 10% commission.’ This is an issue that certainly merits further research.
Variation by business type and region was marginal.
Table 24: Responses to question: ‘How do you promote the website?’8
Type of PROMOTION
Total by BUSINESS TYPE
Total by REGION
Letterhead
86%
83%
Brochure
95%
95%
Newsletter
24%
20%
Advertising Banners
60%
57%
Domain name
72%
74%
Search engines
33%
36%
Ads on TV
32%
31%
Yellow pages
37%
43%

Comments:
Sydney
Tour Organiser
•

‘I try to advertise online whenever possible but I choose sites where there is no financial cost involved.’

Backpacker/Hostel
•

‘Advertisement in Yellow pages [hardcopy] is inappropriate because backpackers do not use this medium.
Backpackers tend to use the Internet when searching for information regarding tourism related areas.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
•

A group of B&B's in St Kilda are going to create their own web portal with Melbourne’s best B&B's.

Art Gallery/Museum
•

One art gallery was in first year of operation and thought it was best not to spend advertising budget on online
advertising.

Tour Organiser
•

Trying to use Melbourne authorities to help promote his tour of penguin (on Yarra) but they will not assist him

Backpacker/Hostel
•

•

8

‘The reason I have listings with Yellow pages, white pages and other websites is because I know that Google
ranks sites by looking how many times a URL appears on other web pages.’
‘Citysearch provides the option of paying extra to be listed higher on a search engine results.’

Only column and row totals were reported here as the number of items precluded a full listing.
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It was also surprising to see so many businesses (especially in Sydney) still using the somewhat ‘simplistic’
measure of ‘hits’ as a means of gauging website success (Table 25). However, in fairness measuring hits was
often aligned with some other strategy such as increased number of customers or positive feedback on the
website from customers. Here too SMTEs showed a higher level of sophistication than expected (refer to the
earlier literature review). Many had realised the difficulty in interpreting the number of hits:
‘It is very hard to measure the success of the website. You can’t tell where customers found out about us. I
never measure the success by the number of hits because they don’t really mean anything. You may have
hundreds of hits a day but if you don’t have any bookings they mean nothing’.

One common problem for owner/operators related to measurements of success, that ‘often ‘guesswork’ [was]
involved such as the difficulty of differentiating sales in general from sales specifically gained through the
website.’ Another commented:
‘On a weekly basis, I look at the number of specific enquiry forms from the website. Forty to fifty would be
considered as a good week. I do not look at the increase in number of customers because there are a high
percentage of repeated customers. With regards to increase in sales, it is too time consuming to account for
that. With regards to the number of hits, I only accounted for that at the very beginning when the website was
first developed. The number of hits doesn’t really mean much, because people might just go into the site
together information and may not necessarily make a booking’.

Perhaps even more revealing in the lack of means to measure website success was the comment from a local
tour owner/operator in Sydney: ‘I do not have a proper plan to measure the success of the website. I don’t know
whether sales increase is associated directly from the website. I don’t have a proper plan to measure.’ His only
measurement was number of inquiries that came by email. This also related to the Burgess model which
highlighted planning, including that for measuring success.
A few of the SMTEs used a consultant to assess the success of their website. According to one
owner/operator:
‘I have a consultant who proved the website’s worthwhile with a statistic on the measurement of the success of
the website. I get this once a fortnight and a report in the form of a bar chart of all statistics monthly. The
statistics include information such as ranking of my homepage, number of hits and the number of inquiries via
the Internet’.

In the main, customer feedback and an increase in the number of customers were important means for
measuring website success, although increased sales was for backpackers/hostels and local tour operators (more
than increase in the number of customers). In terms of regions, all three noted the importance of customer
feedback, and then they differ. The Sydney SMTEs, as noted, placed greater importance on the number of hits.
Both Melbourne and Bendigo stressed the increase in the number of customers. Only Bendigo appeared to
measure website success in a number of significantly different ways.
Table 25: Responses to question: ‘How do you measure the success of the website?’
Class
Accommodation

SMTE
Bed and
Breakfast

Backpackers/
Hostels

Attraction

Local tour
operators

Rural
Bendigo

Urban
Melbourne

Sydney

Feedback* (9)
Hits (3)
No. customer* (9)
Inc sales* (8)
Looks good (8)
Reduce labour (2)
Pos effect* (6)
Comm saving* (6)
Feedback (3)
No. customer (1)
Inc sales (1)
Looks good (1)
Reduce labour (1)
Pos effect (2)
Comm saving (2)

Feedback (5)
Hits (1)
No. customer (5)
Looks good (2)

Feedback (1)
Hits (2)
No. customer (1)
Inc sales (1)

Hits (3)
No. customer (6)
Inc sales (6)
Reduce labour
(2)

Feedback (3)
Hits (3)
No. customer (4)
Inc sales (4)
Reduce labour (2)
Pos effect (2)
Comm saving (2)

Feedback (3)
Hits (2)
No. customer (1)
Inc sales (2)
Looks good (2)

Feedback (3)
Hits (4)
No. customer (2)
Inc sales (2)

Feedback (2)
Hits (3)
Inc sales (1)
Comm saving (1)

TOTAL
(Rows)
Feedback (75%)
Hits (35%)
No. customer (75%)
Inc sales (45%)
Looks good (50%)
Reduce labour (10%)
Pos effect (30%)
Comm saving(30%)
Feedback (43%)
Hits (43%)
No. customer (79%)
Inc sales (79%)
Looks good (7%)
Reduce labour (36%)
Pos effect (29%)
Comm saving(29%)
Feedback (53%)
Hits (60%)
No. customer (20%)
Inc sales (33%)
Looks good (13%)
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Reduce labour (1)
Pos effect (2)
Museums/
Galleries

TOTAL (Columns)

Feedback (4)
Hits (2)
No. customer (3)
Inc sales (3)
Looks good (3)
Reduce labour (2)
Pos effect (4)
Comm saving (1)
Feedback (83%)
Hits (31%)
No. customer
(61%)
Inc sales (61%)
Looks good (61%)
Reduce labour
(26%)
Pos effect (61%)
Comm saving
(39%)

Feedback (5)
No. customer (1)
Inc sales (1)
Pos effect (1)

Feedback (1)
Inc sales (1)

Feedback (68%)
Hits (21%)
No. customer
(74%)
Inc sales (47%)
Looks good
(11%)
Reduce labour
(11%)
Pos effect (5%)

Feedback (41%)
Hits (47%)
No. customer
(29%)
Inc sales (41%)
Reduce labour
(12%)
Pos effect (12%)
Comm saving
(18%)

Reduce labour (7%)
Pos effect (13%)
Comm saving (7%)
Feedback (100%)
Hits (20%)
No. customer (40%)
Inc sales (50%)
Looks good (30%)
Reduce labour (20%)
Pos effect (48%)
Comm saving(10%)

*Note: ‘Feedback’ refers to customer feedback; ‘No. customer’ refers to an increase in the number of customers; ‘Inc sales’
refers to increase in the amount of sales; ‘Pos effect’ refers to positive effect on their business; and ‘Comm savings’ refers to
savings in other forms of communication.

Comments:
Sydney
Bed and Breakfast
•

‘I don’t have a sophisticated measuring system hence reliance on guesswork.’

Art Gallery/Museum
•

They passively measure success of website through regular meetings.

Tour Organiser
•
•

‘About 100 Hits a days.’
‘I can track where people found out about the business through the enquiry form but I haven’t had the time to
analyse the data.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
•
•

She keeps a database of clients and enquiries.
‘We have a ‘how did you hear of us’ on the online form.’

Art Gallery/Museum
•

‘As long as I get an occasional sale from the website I am happy.’

Tour Organiser
•
•

‘Must factor out useless hits.’
‘I have a counter that I look at.’

Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
•
•

‘No real accurate measurement.’
‘Citysearch has comprehensive summaries – hits, countries people come from, which link they have come from,
browser type, Windows version.’

Bendigo
Bed and Breakfast
•
•

‘More bookings via Internet directly.’
‘We get weekly statistics from ISP.’

Art Gallery/Museum
•

‘Customer feedback – informal.’

Tour Organiser
•

‘I have an evaluation tool available but I haven’t made use of it.’

Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
• ‘I don’t bother with hits but we get 10-15 emails enquiries a day.’
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Interestingly, and despite many misgivings expressed during the interviews on the Internets, the vast majority
of respondents thought their website was successful (Table 26). Most of the comments were very promising and
showed a strong commitment to the use of a website to enhance their business presence. One respondent
commented:
‘According to comments by customers, my website in comparison to other competitors is quite good. I still
think there is always room for improvement. I will make some changes in the near future so that there is
secure online booking. At the moment people have to print out the booking form and then fax it in to her so it
is not as convenient for the customer as she would like it to be, but once bookings are secured online, I thinks
that it will lead to an increase in sales’.

Another explained that the website was:
‘The website is now much better than what it used to be. In the past we only had one front-page with a picture
and general information. Now our webpage provides much more information and is interactive, you can do
bookings and pay online’.

Nevertheless, most respondents did realise that their websites could be improved: ‘I am getting more
successful but the website still has a way to go, I could have more information about the collection and more
about artists.’ Another commented that the ‘website needs improvement, more things need to be updated and it
needs additional information about the product range.’ Only local tour operators in Bendigo and Melbourne were
less confident in the success of their websites.
Table 26: Responses to question: ‘Do you think the site was successful?’ (YES responses)
Class
Accommodation
Attraction

Bendigo

Melbourne

Sydney

TOTAL
(Rows)

Bed and Breakfast

90%

100%

80%

95%

Backpackers/ Hostels

67%

67%

100%

86%

Local tour operators

60%

60%

100%

73%

Museums/ Galleries

100%

100%

100%

100%

83%

84%

94%

SMTE

TOTAL (Columns)

Rural

Urban

Comments:
Sydney
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘It is reasonably ok. I was expecting more bookings though.’
Tour Organiser
• ‘Within 48 hours after the website was set up, I had 2 enquiries from U.S. I was astounded.’
Backpacker
• ‘More people respond to Internet advertising than printed media, especially in the rural area.’

Melbourne
Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
• ‘It is just satisfactory.’

Bendigo
Art Gallery/Museum
• ‘There is always need for improvement.’
Tour Organiser
• ‘Customer response could be better but with the new update may improve.’

General Use of the Internet
SMTEs were also asked if their business regularly used any of the following: email, search for information on
products, get reference information about products, browse for amusement, access directories, advertise
products, network, monitor markets for competition, place orders, get update of information, take orders, pay for
products, receive payment for products and/or Internet banking? In other words, how the SMTE regularly used
the Internet for their business activities (Table 27). Not surprisingly, the vast majority of SMTEs used email,
followed by product advertisement, information, reference information about products and to take orders. Over
40% received payments over their website and over half paid for products this way. Although over half of the
SMTEs used Internet banking, it was surprising that more did not do so (especially with the reduction of bank
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branches in recent years). Still, as one respondent mentioned, ‘I don’t feel comfortable banking on the Internet, I
don’t know how safe it is.’ The same probably held true for receiving and making payments online. There were
few appreciable differences by business type and region.
Table 27: Responses to question: ‘Does your business regularly use any of the following:’9
Type of Promotion
Email
Information
Reference
Browse
Advertise products
Access directories
Network
Monitor competition
Place orders
Take orders
Get updates of information
Pay for products
Receive payments
Internet banking

Total by BUSINESS TYPE
95%
84%
81%
69%
93%
54%
41%
51%
56%
75%
59%
51%
43%
55%

Total by REGION
96%
84%
79%
67%
90%
55%
43%
49%
57%
77%
61%
51%
46%
59%

Comments:
Sydney
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘We take orders for product or services.’
• ‘We network with other businesses’.
Tour Organiser
• ‘We do not have secure payment facility online. Clients send credit card details to us by email.’
•
‘I place orders for products or services online whenever the people that I am dealing with have such
facilities.’
Backpackers/Hostels
• ‘I network with other business via e-mail.’
• ‘I recently started the use of Internet banking.’

Melbourne
Bed and Breakfast
• ‘Due to the number of websites people can book rooms from, we have double booked rooms. We
simply hand this over to a nearby B&B, and they do the same.’
Backpackers/Hostels
• ‘We use online shopping to purchase business related products.’

Overview
Of the various SMTEs that were interviewed in this study, most targeted specific cohorts within the tourist
population depending on the nature of their business interests and services. In the other factors that were
explored, the SMTEs shared similar business characteristics which is not surprising and concurs with the
SENSIS 2004 E-business report on SMEs. Although this study was preliminary, there appeared to be differences
between rural and urban target markets as most overseas tourists tend to visit urban areas.
This study of SMTEs also found that most of them shared similar reasons for adopting a website; the
provision of various types of information and for promotional strategies. Interestingly, few of the SMTEs
considered the variety of labour costs involved, including direct costs (e.g. time) and opportunity costs. The
majority did consider customer needs and were attentive to what their ‘competitors’ are doing in terms of their
9

Only column and row totals were reported here as the number of items precluded a full listing. See above for full meaning
of items listed in the table.
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websites. More work should be done in the area of website planning for SMTEs to enable them to better
understand what is needed and the costs and benefits of a website for their businesses.
The study also noted that SMTEs updated their websites infrequently, possibly due to the limited IT
experience of their enterprise personnel. Moreover, the cost of outside consultants can be relatively high, which
probably discouraged the SMTEs from utilizing their services. Interestingly, more rural SMTEs had links to
external websites, suggestive that rural enterprises make better use of them to improve their business presence.
Nevertheless, relatively few of the SMTEs regularly checked to determine if those external web links were still
valid or if they are ‘dead’ links.
According to the SMTE owner/operators, many of their employees had some computer training which is
encouraging and showed a solid basis to build from, perhaps with on-line ‘how-to’ manuals. On the other hand,
few had training in the use of the Internet (e.g., website maintenance software such as Dreamweaver). Most of
the owners/operators agreed that employees would benefit from further training and strongly felt that Internet use
had made their employees more effective in their jobs.
The SMTEs revealed that they used a range of means to promote their websites including their business
letterhead, brochures, search engines and Yellow pages. Their responses on how they measured the success for
their website was much more narrow, primarily through an increase in the number of customers, number of
website ‘hits’ and customer feedback. When queried if they felt their websites were successful, most agreed that
they were.
Our last question on the SMTEs general use of the Internet revealed mixed responses with some enterprises
embracing a wider range of Internet services and activities, and others still preferring more ’traditional’ services
such as face-to-face banking or use of the telephone. Nevertheless, the uptake of ICTs by the SMTEs in this
study was considerable.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion
The conclusion here is not one in the usual sense with strong statements generated from a representative sample
of a specified measured population. Rather, it is meant to be suggestive, pulling together observations derived
from more qualitative interviews. The SMTEs were randomly selected following a search of regional web search
engines and portals for Melbourne and Sydney (both urban) and Bendigo (rural) until the desired number of
SMTEs was achieved. The interviewers followed a set of questions, although the strength of this technique was
in the opportunity of the interviewers to probe, in-depth, particular aspects of the various interviews, pulling out
more detailed information than would normally have been obtained in a large-scale survey. Through this
technique, the study was able to obtain useful information which began to highlight some of the opportunities
and constraints to ITC adoption and use by SMTEs.
The study corroborated perceived barriers to the use of ICTs in smaller businesses, including: cost; lack of
time; lack of ICT knowledge, plus a difficulty in finding useful and impartial advice; lack of use of external
consultants and vendors; short-range management perspectives; a lack of formal planning or control procedures;
a lack of understanding of the benefits that ICTs can provide; and how to measure those benefits. As the level of
sophistication and complexity of websites varied markedly, SMTEs developed different competencies and thus
trajectories in their website use and presence.
Time was a major factor for most of the SMTEs, especially those with few employees. A common complaint
of many of the respondents was that much of their time was spent ‘surviving’, minimising the time that could be
devoted to IT projects. Coupled with a paucity of capital to invest in ICTs, many of the respondents believed that
it was very difficult to maintain an effective website presence. Moreover, and although usage of the Internet by
small businesses appeared to be on the increase, many of the respondents were unclear about the relationship
between the overall strategic goals and their Internet strategies. This finding was in line with the literature which
claims that management practices in small businesses was often based on the short term and thus is informal and
ad hoc.
A further difficulty revolved around a lack of understanding of the benefits that IT can provide an SMTE,
and, more important for those hosting a website, was how to measure those benefits. Three methods to assess
benefits are measures of system usage, impact upon organisational performance and measures of user
satisfaction. Very few of the respondents had any such measurements in place, particularly measurements to
systematically and routinely measure the benefits of their websites for their business. Training too, as noted in
the literature, would have nurtured greater acceptance of ICTs but was accorded insufficient attention by most of
the SMTEs in this study. While some of the SMTEs made use of vendors and consultants, none accessed training
programs or government support programs.
When considered how the SMTEs performed according to the Burgess model:
• Business Investigation: Overall, the businesses generally performed better than expected from a
business investigation viewpoint – but not as well as they could have. Most of them relied on outside
businesses for advice rather than informal networks. Too few businesses considered internal factors,
such as cost, employee skill level, the equipment requirement and most significantly how long the
website would take to set up. From an external point of view, many businesses considered what their
customers wanted from the website (a positive), but a much lesser number examined what their
competitors were doing on their websites (a negative). An interesting aside was that rural business
‘outperformed’ their urban counterparts here.
• Strategy: Most of the businesses seemed to adopt a fairly conservative strategy for their website, which
is consistent with the literature on website development and most common for small businesses.
• Implementation: A little over half of the businesses investigated looked at the cost of developing and
hosting their websites before they started. A much smaller number looked at costs beyond this. Most
businesses showed a level of sophistication that was not expected in relation to promoting the website
and evaluating its success.
The key, however, was that very few of the businesses actually followed all of the steps outlined in this
model. If the results are examined closely there was a fairly consistent theme of the SMTEs doing only some of
the activities which would have made more effective website development and maintenance; very few followed
all the steps.
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Overall, SMTEs need to be encouraged to do whatever they can to overcome the inhibitors to successful use
of ICTs, and in particular the use of websites. Whilst performing reasonably well in some areas, there were
sufficient shortcomings to suggest that this is an area that should be targeted in the future by small business
researchers and consultants.
The SMTEs in this study were small businesses and created websites mainly to provide information and
attract customers. There was a paucity of evidence to indicate that there was strategic planning in the various
stages of website development, implementation and maintenance. Some of the SMTEs were propelled into the
use of the Internet, largely by their target audience. Backpacker establishments and tour organisers, for example,
who relied largely on international and interstate tourists found they needed to reach the largest audience as
possible. Moreover, these SMTEs believed that younger people who frequented these types of businesses were
more prone to use the Internet to organise their tourist experience. Furthermore, and regardless of business type,
‘ad hoc’ planning appeared to be the dominant form of strategic planning. Nevertheless, from our interviews of
SMTEs employing a website, most were satisfied with the Internet in general and their websites in particular and
thus saw a benefit with having one (although clearly what those benefits were was not always clear).
There were differences between rural and urban regions, both in terms of business ownership and target
market. Perhaps more important in the study findings were the variations between business types as each
typically catered to a different segment of the tourist market. What the research revealed was that there was a
need for guidance in this area, but that SME models/lessons need to be tailored to tourism business sectors and
that they must have a marked degree of flexibility, not only for tourist sectors but for regional variations as well.
In short, one ‘solution’ will not meet the needs of SMTEs as it will not suit the requirements of the different
types of tourists.
More importantly, although there were differences between urban and regional areas and between tourism
business types, there were general problems and issues shared by all of the SMTEs in this study. Among the
SMTEs interviewed, there was a range of methods used for assessing the success of the websites; however, most
were fairly unsophisticated and did not involve a formal cost benefit analysis. Then too there was little evidence
of integration with existing systems (e.g. booking systems) and the website. For this and other reasons outlined
above, most of the SMTE website usage reviewed confirmed that many of the websites in this study were more
about the ‘art of muddling though’. In effect, what this study pointed to was that more effort needs to be made in
facilitating the spread and more effective use of Internet technologies so that SMTEs can increase their share of
the tourism business, especially in rural regions.
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Chapter 5

Proposals for Future Research
Business Strategy Perspective
Overall, a business strategy perspective to explore and develop a model of ‘evolution’ of SMTE websites
involves the following attributes:
Generic:
• How does resource poverty (lack of time; expertise and capital) affect website development?
• How much planning goes into the establishment of the website measured against the level of 'normal'
business planning?
• How is the ‘success/failure’ of the website-based e-commerce adoption measured by SMTEs?
• What role do competitors play?
Specific:
• What locality (regional vs urban) and industry sector factors influence?
• The nature of website based e-commerce adoption by SMTEs?

Technology and Integration Perspective
Thus it is important to develop an understanding through empirical study of the extent web based e-commerce
adoption supports business strategies (re tourists and industry trade). This requires consideration of:
• What ICT is currently adopted in SMTEs?
• What web based technologies are currently adopted in SMTEs?
• What role do/can online eMediaries (e.g. tourism/ services portals) play?
• What is the level of business strategy/ICT alignment?
• How are ICT applications for SMTEs evaluated?

User and Customer Perspective
It is also important to explore the use of tourism-based Internet sites from the end users perspective (i.e. how
useful is the Internet in meeting the needs and expectations of the tourist). Too little attention has been devoted
to researching the needs of the end-user such that much of the research tends to be technology driven. In other
words, give the people what you think they want rather than what they need. Evaluation of the latter entails more
participatory techniques directly involving the consumer in the technology development and trialling stages. In
other words, should we be telling tourists what they need rather than listening to what they need? Relevant
considerations include:
• How do tourists use the Internet to plan their travel?
• How do tourists evaluate websites (i.e. what makes a site useful)?
• How does destination branding affect tourists?
• What methodological techniques are best in obtaining information for a representative sample of
tourists?
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
SMTEs and Internet Use
Website Background Questions
1. The URL
2. How many employees do you have (Including owner/operators (managers)?
3. Do you target your business to a particular demographic?
4. What gender is/are the owner/s of the business?
5. Who is your ISP (Internet Service Provider)?
6. Does Your ISP host your website?
Website Adoption Questions
The Website
7. How long have you had a website?
8. Why did you establish it?
Planning the Website
9. Did you rely on advice? What was the source of that advice?
10. If you used a consultant, at which stage of the development of the website?
11. If yes, was the consultant an outside business, relative, friend or volunteer?
12. Before implementing the website, did you examine the technical expertise of the employees (including the
owner), the time involved, equipment needed or how much it would cost (internal)?
13. What did you examine in advace; specifically who your customers are and what they might want from the
website, and what your competitors are doping (external)?
Website Operation
14. How often do you update the website?
15. When was the last time you made a website change? How long ago since you last changed the website?
16. Who made the changes to the website?
17. Do you have links to external websites on your site?
18. How often do you check the external links to see if they are still valid?
19. How do you promote the website?
20. Did you consider the following when setting up your website: cost of hosting, cost of developing, cost of
researching information to place on the site, time taken for research, labour hours required to set the site up, and
labour hours required for site maintenance?
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21. How do you measure the success of the website? Do you consider the increase in the number of ‘hits’,
number of customers, increase in sales, positive effect on your personal business, reduction in labour elsewhere,
savings in other forms of communication, the look of the website and/or customer feedback?
22. Do you think the site was successful?
General Internet Training
23. Have you or your employees ever had any computer training?
24. Have you or your employees had any training in the use of the Internet?
25. Would you or any of your employees benefit from any further training?
General Use of the Internet
26. Does your business regularly use any of the following: email, search for information on products, get
reference information about products, browse for amusement, access directories, advertise products, network,
monitor markets for competition, place orders, get update of information, take orders, pay for products, receive
payment for products and/or Internet banking?
27. Do you think that use of the Internet has made your employees more effective (including the owner)?
28. What is the primary reason for your answer?
29. Do you have concerns with your employees having access to the Internet?
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APPENDIX B: URLs (WEB ADDRESSES) of PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
Sydney Region
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

URL B and BS
www.victoriacourt.com.au
www.bbsydneyhabour.com.au
www.paddingtonB and B.com.au
www.kirketon.com.au
www.palmbeach.com.au

1.
2.

URL Art gallery/Museum
www.kingstgallery.com.au
www.imperialslacks.com

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

URL Tour Organisers
www.sydneyskydivers.com.au
www.pinetrees.com.au
www.bikescape.com.au
www.rollingthunder.com.au
www.wavesurfschool.com.au

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

URL Backpackers/Hostels
www.citycrownmotel.com.au
www.cronullabeachyha.com
www.ccbackpack.com.au
www.scph.citysearch.com.au (their homepage is connected to city search)
www.globepacker.com.au

Bendigo Region
1.*
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.*
9.
10.

URL B and Bs
www.bendigocentral.com.au
www.bendigocottages.com.au
www.bwc.com.au/kimscottage
www.bwc.com.au/toorakhouse
www.bwc.com.au/visit/hyacinthhouse
www.bwc.com.au/trenthouse
www.bishopcourt.com.au
www.bendigocentral.com.au (www.bendigocentral.com.au/bca This address
obtained from searching altavista - still refers to no.1)
www.cathedralterrace.com.au
www.bwc.com.au/havelockhouse

* Please note that no.1 and no.8 have the same URL. The owners of B&B no.8 purchased their business from
the owner of no.1 and they were unaware that a search through Bendigo Web Central sent potential
customers to B&B no.1 website.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

URL Art gallery/Museum
www.castlemainegallery.com
www.goldendragonmuseum.org.au
www.bendigoartgallery.com
www.bendigopottery.com.au
www.keithrossartist.com
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

URL Tour Organisers
www.entity.com.au
www.vgr.com.au
www.procupinetownship.com.au
www.bendigodiscoverytours.com.au
www.bendigowinerytours.com.au

1.
2.
3.

URL Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
www.ascotholidaypark.com.au
www.goldnugget.com.au
www.mcivorhwy.com

Melbourne Region
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

URL B and B's
www.anniesbedandbreakfast.com.au
www.kingaccomm.com.au
www.fountainterrace.com.au
www.stmarine.com.au
www.bishopsgate.com.au

1.
2.
3.

URL Art gallery/Museum
www.outback-aboriginal-art.com
www.skepsionswanston.com.au
www.pivotalgalleries.com

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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URL Tour Organisers
www.whitehat.com.au
www.penguinwaters.com.au
www.veniceontheyarra.com.au
www.walkntalktours.com.au
www.savvyshoptours.com.au
URL Backpackers/Hostels/Caravan parks
www.hotelspencer.com/
www.csbackpackers.com.au
www.mibp.com.au
www.starnaudsguesthouse.com
www.toadhallhotel.com.au
www.olembia.com.au
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